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LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS

LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS
Dear shareholders, employees and friends of our company:
The year 2009 will undoubtedly go down in history as a most remarkable year. The global economy was
in the vise of the deepest recession since the Second World War. Amid this environment, the Federal
Republic of Germany suffered an economic contraction of five percent, the worst in its history. The causes
are sufficiently well known. The worldwide financial system nearly collapsed in the autumn of 2008; a
complete meltdown was averted only by dint of massive economic rescue programs on the part of nearly
all governments and by unprecedented intervention measures on the part of the world's leading central
banks.
Our portfolio companies were not impervious to the tough economic conditions. They had to contend
with significant and in some cases massive declines in the volume of new orders, revenues and profits.
In the German mechanical engineering sector, for example, new orders dropped by up to 70 percent on
a monthly basis in the first half of 2009, and the automotive industry experienced declines of a similar
magnitude. Nonetheless, our portfolio companies, some of which were still in the midst of restructuring,
weathered the storm rather well on the whole.
Despite the financial and economic crisis, our portfolio company Berentzen managed to accomplish the
turnaround in 2009, generating profits for the first time since it was acquired in dire economic straits by
AURELIUS in the summer of 2008. Berentzen's success was aided by the extensive restructuring measures
conducted by AURELIUS, which covered the entire company, starting with production and organizational
processes and culminating in a completely new brand image.
Our portfolio companies in the GHOTEL Group, the teleshopping channels Channel21 and Sit-Up TV, and
LD Didactic also performed well in 2009. Thanks to its solid position in the high-end three-star category,
GHOTEL was not as badly affected by the weakness of the hotel industry in general. In fact, the company
returned to a course of growth, signing contracts to open new hotels in Koblenz (summer 2010) and
Würzburg (spring 2011) and continuing to engage in negotiations for new projects. Despite the weak
environment for consumer spending, our teleshopping channels improved their results significantly.
Having introduced appealing new products and broadcast formats, they are well positioned in the market.
In early 2009, AURELIUS acquired LD Didactic, a supplier of technical and scientific teaching materials,
from the insolvency estate, directly saving 90 percent of that company's jobs in the process. As it benefited from government economic stimulus programs, LD Didactic actually managed to surpass its plan
targets for 2009.
Based on the current developments in our investment portfolio, we are inclined to be relatively confident. Both new orders and revenues are rising across all sectors. That makes us optimistic about the
future. For 2010, we anticipate a further increase in consolidated revenues and improved operating
results.
In a successful continuation of our acquisition strategy, AURELIUS acquired five new corporate groups in
2009: BCA, Blaupunkt, Consinto, LD Didactic and Sit-Up TV. The most important of these acquisitions was
Blaupunkt, which the Robert Bosch Group has been wanting to sell after years of heavy losses. It ultimately
found a suitable partner in AURELIUS. The extremely difficult economic situation of this company
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The Executive Board of AURELIUS AG: (Ulrich Radlmayr, Donatus Albrecht, Dr. Dirk Markus, Gert Purkert)

prompted Bosch to invest cash resources in the planned restructuring. Immediately following the
acquisition in the spring of last year, AURELIUS initiated extensive restructuring measures, which then had
to be re-intensified during the further course of the year, as both unit sales and revenues deteriorated
dramatically as a result of the expanding crisis and its particular impact on the automotive industry.
Some of our portfolio companies were so hard hit by the general crisis last year that they could no longer
be saved, despite intensive efforts. Our French subsidiary La Source S.A. (formerly: Quelle La Source) was all
but crippled by the insolvency of its former parent company Arcandor, so that it was ultimately forced to
file for protection from creditors itself. Having suffered a 40 percent decline in its business, and without
prospects for a sustainable improvement, CVC-Camping Van Conversion GmbH (formerly: Westfalia Van
Conversion GmbH) also filed for insolvency protection in late January 2010. CVC-Camping Van Conversion
received substantially fewer orders in 2009 as a result of the severe decline in the market for recreational
vehicles due to the generally weak economy. Although new orders have been rising since the autumn of
2009, that was not enough to strengthen the company on a lasting basis, and so it was not possible to
continue operating under its established structure.
Overall, AURELIUS continued to generate profitable growth in 2009. The consolidated revenues of EUR
763.8 million (+ 119 percent) were the highest in the company's history; the consolidated profit of EUR 74.8
million was more than twice the prior-year figure (PY: EUR 36.2 million); and the company generated a free
cash flow of EUR 108.1 million (PY: EUR 15.4 million). With cash and cash equivalents of EUR 155.6 million
(PY: EUR 72.6 million) and an equity ratio of 34 percent, AURELIUS is very well positioned for the future. As
in previous years, we would like our shareholders to benefit from the positive performance of AURELIUS.
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THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

At the annual general meeting planned for July 27, 2010, the Executive Board and Supervisory Board will
propose increasing the dividend to EUR 1.12 per share (PY: EUR 0.50 per share).
We are convinced that AURELIUS will be able to capitalize on numerous business opportunities in the
future as well. Due to a variety of factors, including the reluctance of banks to lend, the increasingly serious
succession problems of many mid-sized family-owned enterprises and the still uncertain economic environment, many companies are in serious need of financing, along with close operational support to help
them prosper in the future. They are also in need of relevant experience and expertise to successfully
implement restructuring programs and change processes. That is precisely what AURELIUS specializes in.
Thanks to the success encountered in 2009, we possess an even larger and sounder financial basis. That
combined with adequate management capacities and know-how means that we will be able to participate
in lucrative transactions as a reliable partner again in 2010, while continuing to offer a secure and stable
"GOOD HOME" for our portfolio companies.

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
Dr. Dirk Markus
Chairman
Dr. Markus studied business administration in St. Gallen, Switzerland, and in Copenhagen, and was awarded
a Ph.D. also from St. Gallen and from Harvard University, Boston, United States. Dr. Markus has been involved with the restructuring and further development of companies for more than 15 years, starting as
a consultant with McKinsey & Company and then with an exchange-listed industrial holding company.
During this time, he was responsible for more than 40 corporate transactions, including the acquisition
and restructuring of Tesion Telekom, the baby carriage manufacturer Teutonia, the TV station RTL Shop,
the SKW Stahl-Metallurgie Group and the Blaupunkt Group.

Gert Purkert
We wish to thank our employees for their hard work and dedication and our business partners and investors for the trust and confidence they have placed in us. We would be delighted if you would continue
to support us in the future!

Sincerely yours,

After studying physics in Leipzig and Lausanne, Mr. Purkert worked for McKinsey & Company, where he
gathered experience in process improvements, cost reduction programs and strategic restructuring
programs. After that, he co-founded equinet AG in Frankfurt, an investment bank with about 120
employees today, advising mainly small to medium-sized enterprises. As a member of the Executive
Board of the Group's portfolio company, he was responsible for conducting numerous M&A transactions
and for managing the portfolio companies.

Ulrich Radlmayr
Dr. Dirk Markus

Gert Purkert

Executive Board of AURELIUS AG
Munich, March 2010

Donatus Albrecht

Ulrich Radlmayr

Ulrich Radlmayr studied law in Hamburg, Aix-en-Provence (France) and Munich. After serving his required
legal internship with the Free State of Bavaria, he worked for five years as a lawyer with P+P Pöllath +
Partners, specializing in private equity and M&A. In that role, he advised on numerous, large-volume
buy-out transactions, private equity investments and investments in "special situations" on behalf of
prestigious institutional investors. In 2006, he co-founded the law firm AFR Aigner Fischer Radlmayr,
Munich, which provides mainly legal and tax-related advice on corporate transactions such as the
acquisition, sale, restructuring and financing of companies.

Donatus Albrecht
After studying economics at Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich, Mr. Albrecht worked in the
Corporate Development Department of Deutsche Bahn AG, where he gathered experience in process
improvements, cost reduction programs and strategic restructuring programs. After that, he moved to
finance at Pricap Venture Partners AG (Thomas Matzen Group), a venture capital and private equity
firm. He worked there for six years as an investment manager vested with power of commercial representation under German law (Prokura); during this time, he managed more than 20 transactions, from
the initial investment to the IPO stage.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
The Supervisory Board fulfilled the advisory and supervisory duties prescribed by law and the company's
articles of incorporation in the reporting period, having obtained from the Executive Board prompt, regular
and detailed information, orally and in writing, about the business developments, financial performance,
cash flows and risk management of the company and the Group. Another important subject of deliberations
between the Supervisory Board and Executive Board related to the consequential effects of the worldwide economic and financial crisis on the AURELIUS Group.
The Supervisory Board held a total of four regular meetings and one special meeting, in which it thoroughly
addressed the economic situation, important transactions and the strategic further development of the
AURELIUS Group.
Important topics addressed by the Supervisory Board in the 2009 financial year
In its deliberations, the Supervisory Board addressed the changes made to the investment portfolio of
the AURELIUS Group. The Executive Board reported on planned acquisitions and the general course of
business, including in particular the revenues and situation of the company and its portfolio companies.
A total of five corporate groups were acquired in financial year 2009 and have since been fully consolidated
in the Group. The Supervisory Board considered each planned acquisition and obtained information from
the Executive Board on the progress of each acquisition process. The corporate groups acquired in 2009
were Blaupunkt, the British book club BCA, the British home shopping channel Sit-Up TV, the IT consulting
firm Consinto and LD Didactic, a vendor of teaching materials for school and career.
The Supervisory Board discussed the underlying reasons and necessity of the filing for insolvency proceedings by the subsidiary KTDaythea Kommunikationstechnik GmbH and the filing for protection
from creditors by the French mail-order subsidiary La Source S.A. (formerly: Quelle La Source). The sales
of the men's clothier Pohland Herrenbekleidung and the Richard Scherpe Group were also discussed
with the Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board scrutinized and approved all decisions concerning
corporate transactions in the reporting period.

The Supervisory Board of AURELIUS AG (Dirk Roesing, Sven Fritsche, Eugen Angster )

Re-election of the Supervisory Board
In the reporting period, the company's Supervisory Board was composed of the following members:
Dirk Roesing, Chairman
Eugen M. Angster, Vice Chairman
Sven Fritsche

The Supervisory Board supported the decision of the Executive Board to discontinue the negotiations
conducted between AURELIUS AG and ARQUES Industries AG since the summer of 2008 on possibilities
for closer cooperation between the two companies.
On April 22, the Supervisory Board approved the submission of an offer by the company to purchase up
to 300,000 treasury shares. By resolution of May 19, 2009, the Supervisory Board approved a capital
increase to EUR 9,600,000 from the Authorized Capital and the placement with institutional investors
of the treasury shares purchased in connection with the buy-back offer, under exclusion of the shareholders'
subscription rights.
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The terms of office of the Supervisory Board members expired at the close of the annual general meeting
of July 6, 2009. All three former Supervisory Board members were re-elected to the Supervisory Board of
AURELIUS AG by the same annual general meeting for terms that will end at the close of the annual
general meeting that will resolve on the ratification of the actions of the Supervisory Board in the first
financial year after the commencement of their terms of office. In the constitutive meeting, Dirk Roesing
was re-appointed as the Chairman and Eugen M. Angster as the Vice Chairman. In addition, Mr. Oliver
Gorny was elected as an alternate for all three Supervisory Board members.
Organization and meetings of the Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board held four regular meetings and one special meeting in financial year 2009. All
meetings were attended by all members of the Supervisory Board. Because the Supervisory Board consists
of only three members, it has chosen not to form committees; instead, all members of the Supervisory
Board jointly deliberated on all matters of interest to the company.
In addition to the matters listed above, the Supervisory Board also dealt with the operating business of
the portfolio companies. Other topics are described in the following.
The main topic of the meeting of March 27 were the separate financial statements of the parent company
and the consolidated financial statements of the Group, including the Group management report, of
AURELIUS AG for financial year 2008, as well as the audit and final approval of the financial statements
on the basis of the audit. At this meeting, the Executive Board also reported on the planned business
strategy and profitability of the company. Another topic involved the preparations for the annual general
meeting.
The Supervisory Board Chairman and Vice Chairman were elected at the Supervisory Board meeting held
directly after the annual general meeting of July 6. Other topics addressed at this meeting were the
events of the annual general meeting and corporate governance in the AURELIUS Group.
A special meeting was held on August 5 to discuss the press reports of that time. In this meeting, the
Supervisory Board discussed the status and latest developments of the investment portfolio.
The meeting of September 21 addressed the topics of corporate governance and compliance in the Group.
In this meeting, the Supervisory Board adopted a modified Declaration of Conformity with the German
Corporate Governance Code to reflect the latest changes made to the Code; this declaration was then
published on the company's website.
The main topics on the agenda of the final meeting of the reporting period, held on November 27, 2009,
were the company's budget and outlook for financial year 2010. The meetings of July 6, September 21 and
November 27 were devoted to Executive Board affairs.
Cooperation between the Supervisory Board and Executive Board
In fulfillment of its advisory and supervisory duties, the Supervisory Board continually obtained written
and oral reports from the Executive Board during the reporting period, in compliance with the requirements of law. The Supervisory Board was intensively involved at an early stage in all decisions of importance
to the company. The reports provided to the Supervisory Board covered, in particular, the development of
the company's business and cash flows, important transactions and strategic decisions involving the
company's business policies.
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Also between meetings, the Supervisory Board remained in regular contact with the Executive Board and
provided advice and support to the Executive Board. The Supervisory Board was continually informed
about the development of the Group, the Group companies and the industry environment. As part of the
monthly reporting system, up-to-date managerial performance indicators were provided to the
Supervisory Board, which discussed them at length, also in comparison with the budget figures and
prior-year developments. The Supervisory Board reviewed the significant planning documents and the
documents related to the financial statements and assured itself that those documents were correct and
appropriate. The Supervisory Board reviewed and discussed all reports and documents submitted to it
with the appropriate degree of care. No objections to the actions of the Executive Board were raised.
The Supervisory Board discussed the company's ongoing business planning and strategy in detail. In
view of the worldwide economic and financial crisis, particular emphasis was given to the financial performance and risk situation of the individual portfolio companies. Fundamental questions of business
planning, including the planning of cash flows, capital expenditures and personnel, were discussed with
the Supervisory Board on a regular basis.
The Supervisory Board approved all matters which the Executive Board submitted to it for its approval in
accordance with the company's articles of incorporation or the internal rules of procedure of the
Executive Board. The Supervisory Board assured itself continually that the Executive Board handled the
company's business in an adequate and orderly manner and took all necessary measures in a timely and
effective manner, including appropriate risk protection and compliance measures. The Supervisory Board
assured itself that the Executive Board took all suitable measures prescribed by Section 91 (2) of the
German Stock Corporations Act (AktG) and that the risk monitoring system to be installed by virtue of
said law functions effectively.
Corporate Governance
The Supervisory Board and Executive Board repeatedly discussed the recommendations and suggestions
of the German Corporate Governance Code and voluntarily issued an updated Declaration of Conformity
pursuant to Section 161 AktG, which was made permanently accessible to the public on the company's
website at www.aureliusinvest.de. The Declaration of Conformity is reproduced in full in the Corporate
Governance Report, as part of the Annual Report 2009. The Supervisory Board assesses the efficiency of
its own work on a regular basis.
Audit of the financial statements for financial year 2009
The separate financial statements of AURELIUS AG and the consolidated financial statements of the
Group, including the Group management report, for financial year 2009, all of which were prepared by
the Executive Board, were audited by Deloitte & Touche GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft,
Munich. In accordance with Section 317 (4) of the German Commercial Code (HGB), this audit also covered
the measures taken by the Executive Board to assure the early detection of risks that could endanger the
success and continued survival of the company as a going concern.
Although an audit of the separate financial statements of AURELIUS AG prepared by the Executive Board
in accordance with German accounting standards is not required by law, the company voluntarily opted
to have those financial statements and the related accounting records audited by Deloitte & Touche
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GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich. Based on that audit, no objections were raised.
Therefore, an unqualified audit opinion was issued for the separate financial statements of AURELIUS AG
at December 31, 2009.
The consolidated financial statements of the Group and the Group management report for financial year
2009, which were prepared by the Executive Board in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), were audited by Deloitte & Touche GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich.
Based on the audit, no significant objections were raised. Therefore, an audit opinion was issued for the
consolidated financial statements with the sole qualification that the disclosures prescribed by IFRS 3
were not specified individually.
The separate financial statements of AURELIUS AG, the consolidated financial statements of the Group
and the Group management report, the audit reports of the independent auditor and the proposal of the
Executive Board for the utilization of retained earnings were submitted to the Supervisory Board for
review in a timely manner. The Supervisory Board thoroughly reviewed the documents submitted to it in
accordance with Section 170 (1) and 2 AktG, as well as the audit reports of the independent auditor. The
Supervisory Board concurred with the audit results of Deloitte & Touche GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich. As the final result of its own review, the Supervisory Board noted that it had no
objections to raise. The Supervisory Board approved the separate financial statements of the parent company and the consolidated financial statements of the Group, including the Group management report,
for financial year 2009. The separate financial statements were thereby adopted. The Supervisory Board
declared its approval of the Group management report prepared by the Executive Board.
The company's Executive Board has proposed distributing a dividend of EUR 1.12 per share from the retained
earnings of AURELIUS AG in the total amount of EUR 28,014,921.01. That dividend corresponds to a total
distribution of EUR 10,752,000.00. It has been proposed that the remaining EUR 17,262,921.01 be carried
forward to new account. The Supervisory Board reviewed and concurred with this proposal.

THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

THE SUPERVISORY BOARD
Dirk Roesing
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
After earning a degree in business administration in 1986, Dirk Roesing began his career in the Internal
Audit and Treasury Departments of Daimler Benz AG. From 1994 to 1996, he headed the Controlling und
M&A Departments of VOBIS AG, a company of the Metro Group. After that, he served as European Finance
Director and German Managing Director for the international Amer Sport Group. From 1997 to 2003, Dirk
Roesing served as the Chief Financial Officer of telegate AG. From 2003 to 2009, Dirk Roesing served as the
Executive Board Chairman of SHS Viveon AG, a company listed in the Prime Standard segment of the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange.
Eugen M. Angster
Vice Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Eugen M. Angster holds a master's degree in geology from Munich University and an MBA in International
Business and Finance from the European University in Geneva. After nearly 10 years of holding various
management positions in Germany and abroad for Wacker Chemie GmbH and Hoechst AG, he was
responsible for establishing and managing the German Business Center (Haus der Deutschen Wirtschaft)
in Shanghai. After that, he worked for several years in Japan as a senior executive in charge of the Asia and
Pacific business of Deutsche Telekom AG. Since 2001, he has been working in the area of corporate restructuring and turnarounds both before and after insolvency proceedings. As Managing Director of Interim
International GmbH, he has overseen the operational restructuring of several medium-sized enterprises.
He is also the founder and Executive Board Chairman of the Corporate Restructuring Association Germany
(CRAG).
Sven Fritsche

Representatives of the independent auditor attended the meeting of the Supervisory Board of March 26,
2010, at which the separate financial statements of the parent company were approved and adopted and
the consolidated financial statements and the Group management report were approved; they also
participated in the discussions pertaining to the relevant agenda item and presented the main results of
their audit of the separate financial statements of the parent company and the consolidated financial
statements of the Group. In particular, the representatives of the independent auditor explained the
financial position, cash flows and financial performance of AURELIUS AG and answered the questions
posed by the Supervisory Board on this subject.

Lawyer and tax advisor Sven Fritsche has been a partner with RP RICHTER & PARTNER since 2005. Prior to that,
he had long been a partner with Peters, Schönberger & Partner GbR in Munich. Working mainly in private
equity and venture capital, he conducts corporate acquisitions and advises medium-sized enterprises on
M&A matters. Mr. Fritsche also has many years of experience providing advice in the areas of corporate
restructuring and corporate law.

Expression of gratitude
The Supervisory Board wishes to thank and honor the members of the Executive Board and the employees
of the company for their dedication and accomplishments in the midst of a difficult environment.
Munich, March 26, 2010

Dirk Roesing
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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By reason of the fact that AURELIUS AG is listed on the Open Market segment of the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange, which is not an organized or regulated market within the meaning of Section 2 (5) of the German
Securities Trading Act (WpHG), it is not subject to the obligation to issue an annual declaration detailing the
extent to which the company follows the recommendations of the Government Commission of the German
Corporate Governance Code. Nonetheless, the principles of sustainable and transparent corporate
governance are an integral aspect of AURELIUS' corporate culture. For that reason, the Executive Board and
Supervisory Board are committed to following the recommendations of the German Corporate Governance
Code to the greatest extent possible. The Executive Board and Supervisory Board of AURELIUS AG hereby
declare voluntarily that the recommendations of the "Government Commission of the German Corporate
Code" in the amended version of June 18, 2009 have been met, with the following exceptions:
Section 3.8 (2)
"If the company takes out a D&O (directors' and officers' liability insurance) policy for the Executive Board, a
deductible of at least 10 percent of the loss up to at least the amount of one and a half times the fixed annual
compensation of the Executive Board member must be agreed upon. A similar deductible must be agreed
upon in any D&O policy for the Supervisory Board."
The D&O policy for the Executive Board and the Supervisory Board currently does not stipulate a deductible.
The Executive Board and Supervisory Board of AURELIUS reach important operating decisions only after
exhaustive deliberations. By this means, it is assured that resolutions are adopted with the greatest degree
of careful preparation. In response to the amendments enacted by the Appropriateness of Executive Board
Compensation Act (VorstAG), however, the company intends to stipulate an appropriate deductible for the
Executive Board in the near future. In view of the low level of Supervisory Board compensation, the company
believes that stipulating a deductible for Supervisory Board members would not create any additional
benefit.
Section 3.10
"The company shall keep previous declarations of conformity with the Code available for viewing on its website
for five years."
In view of the negligible added information benefit of keeping previous declarations of conformity available on its website, the company considers the additional costs of such a measure to be unjustified.
Section 4.2.3 (2)
"The Supervisory Board must make sure that the variable compensation elements are in general based on a
multi-year assessment. Both positive and negative developments shall be taken into account when determining variable compensation components. For extraordinary developments a possibility of limitation (cap)
must in general be agreed upon by the Supervisory Board."
Although the current agreements governing variable compensation components are based on a multiyear assessment, negative developments are not always taken into account when determining variable
compensation components. The Supervisory Board intends also to take negative developments into
account when determining variable compensation components. The company would like to compensate
the above-average dedication of its employees in an appropriate manner, based on their performance. An
obligatory cap on variable compensation components for extraordinary developments is generally not
commensurate with this philosophy because extraordinary developments can often be credited precisely
to the dedicated work of the company's employees.
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Section 4.2.4
"The total compensation of each one of the members of the Executive Board is to be disclosed by name, divided into fixed and variable compensation components."
The interference in the privacy of Executive Board members and the competitive disadvantages resulting
from the itemized disclosure of Executive Board compensation do not outweigh the only minor added
information benefit for the capital markets of such itemized disclosure, compared with disclosure of the
total compensation of the full Executive Board.
Section 5.1.2 (1)
"When appointing the Executive Board, the Supervisory Board shall also respect diversity. Together with the
Executive Board, the Supervisory Board […] shall ensure that there is a long-term succession planning."
The composition of the Executive Board has been unchanged since the 2008 financial year. When making
appointments at that time, the Supervisory Board was not guided by considerations of diversity. With
regard to any future changes in the composition of the Executive Board, the Supervisory Board intends to
respect the principles of diversity. Furthermore, the average age of the members of AURELIUS' Executive
Board is relatively young, despite their extensive business experience. At the present time, therefore, the
company does not believe that long-term succession planning would contribute any significant benefit.
Section 5.1.2 (2)
"A re-appointment prior to one year before the end of the appointment period with a simultaneous termination of the current appointment shall only take place under specified circumstances. An age limit for
members of the Executive Board shall be specified."
The re-appointment of Executive Board members prior to one year before the end of their appointment
period, with a simultaneous termination of the current appointment, is a widely recognized instrument by
means of which the Supervisory Board can operate flexibly in personnel matters. Restricting this instrument would limit the scope of action of the Supervisory Board unnecessarily. The relatively young average
age of Executive Board members, coupled with the company's operating success, make it clear that age
limits for Executive Board members do not in themselves create any benefit for business enterprises.
Therefore, the company does not consider this recommendation of the Code to be useful.
Section 5.3.1 ff.
"Depending on the specifics of the enterprise and the number of its members, the Supervisory Board shall
form committees with sufficient expertise."
The Supervisory Board of AURELIUS currently consists of three members. Given the size of its Supervisory
Board, the company does not consider it useful to form committees.
Section 5.4.6 (2)
"Members of the Supervisory Board shall receive fixed as well as performance-related compensation."
The company considers a fixed amount of compensation to be adequate remuneration for the time and
costs incurred for fulfilling the duties of a Supervisory Board mandate.
Section 7.1.2
"The consolidated financial statements shall be publicly accessible within 90 days of the end of the financial
year; interim reports shall be publicly accessible within 45 days of the end of the reporting period."
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The fact that a large number of subsidiaries of AURELIUS are currently undergoing a process of reorganization and that AURELIUS continually purchases and sells investments in companies, the preparation of the necessary numerical data is often very time-consuming. For that reason, the company is
currently not able to meet the above-mentioned time limits with certainty. Nonetheless, the company
is making every effort to continually shorten the time required to publish half year reports.

The statement also included the extent to which other services were performed for the enterprise in the
past year, especially in the field of consultancy, or which are contracted for the following year.
The Supervisory Board also agreed with the auditor that the Chairman of the Supervisory Board will be
informed immediately of any grounds for disqualification or partiality occurring during the audit, even in
the case that such grounds would be eliminated immediately.

Declaration of Conformity
The current Declaration of Conformity with the recommendations of the "Government Commission of
the German Corporate Governance Code" is regularly made accessible on the company's website at
www.aureliusinvest.com. Exceptions to the recommendations of the Government Commission in the
amended version of June 18, 2009 were last voluntarily described and published in the Declaration of
Conformity of March 26, 2010.
Close cooperation between the Executive Board and Supervisory Board
The Executive Board and Supervisory Board work together closely, in the interests of the company. In particular, the Executive Board Chairman and Supervisory Board Chairman remain in regular contact with
each other in order to jointly discuss the company's strategy, business performance and risk management.
The Executive Board Chairman always informed the Supervisory Board Chairman promptly and in detail
of all important events that were significant for assessing the company's situation, planning and business
performance, its risk situation, risk management and compliance, and for managing the company. The
Executive Board explained any and all variances between actual and budgeted amounts and targets to the
Supervisory Board. Furthermore, the company's strategic direction is coordinated with the Supervisory
Board on a regular basis. The Supervisory Board has reserved the right to approve transactions of
fundamental importance, and especially those that would fundamentally alter the company's financial
position, cash flows or financial performance.
There were no consultancy or other agreements for the provision of services in effect between Supervisory
Board members and AURELIUS AG in the reporting period. No members of the Executive Board or
Supervisory Board encountered any conflicts of interest, which would have to be disclosed to the
Supervisory Board. For detailed information on the activities of the Supervisory Board and its cooperation
with the Executive Board, please refer to the Report of the Supervisory Board in this annual report.
Financial reporting and independent auditor
The consolidated financial statements of AURELIUS AG and its subsidiaries and all interim reports are
prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) issued by the
International Accounting Standards Board. The shareholders present and represented at the annual general
meeting in 2009 elected Deloitte & Touche GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Munich, to serve as
the independent auditor for the 2009 financial year.
In accordance with the provisions of the German Corporate Governance Code, prior to submitting a
proposal for election of the auditor, the Supervisory Board obtained a statement from the proposed auditor
stating whether, and where applicable, which business, financial, personal and other relationships exist
between the auditor and its executive bodies and head auditors, on the one hand, and the enterprise and
the members of its executive bodies, on the other hand, that could call its independence into question.
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Finally, it was agreed with the auditor that the latter will report without delay on all facts and events of
importance for the tasks of the Supervisory Board which arise during the performance of the audit, and
that the auditor will inform the Supervisory Board and/or note in the Auditor's Report if, during the
performance of the audit, the auditor comes across facts which show a misstatement by the Executive
Board and Supervisory Board in the Declaration of Conformity with the Code.
Compensation of the Executive Board
The Supervisory Board reviews and assesses the appropriateness of the compensation system for the
Executive Board on a regular basis. The criteria applied for assessing the appropriateness of Executive
Board compensation include the tasks of each Executive Board member, his personal performance and the
performance of the Executive Board as a whole, as well as the economic situation, success and future
prospects of the company.
In the 2009 financial year, the fixed, non-success-dependent compensation of the Executive Board of
AURELIUS AG totaled EUR 680 thousand. In addition to the fixed compensation, a success-dependent
compensation of EUR 760 thousand was granted to the Executive Board in the reporting period.
Thus, the total compensation granted to Executive Board members in financial year 2009 amounted to
EUR 1,440 thousand. The two Executive Board members Donatus Albrecht and Ulrich Radlmayr participated
in the AURELIUS Stock Option Plan (SOP 2007). Both stock option plans were cancelled during the course of
the past financial year. In total, a cash settlement of EUR 3 thousand was paid as compensation for the
cancellation. The Executive Board members Dr. Dirk Markus and Gert Purkert hold a significant portion of
the shares of AURELIUS AG and participate in the appreciation of the company's share.
Compensation of the Supervisory Board
The members of the Supervisory Board received a fixed compensation totaling EUR 39 thousand in financial
year 2009; of this amount, EUR 14 thousand was paid to the Chairman and the balance of EUR 25 thousand
was paid in equal parts to the other two Supervisory Board members. No loans or advances were granted
to the members of the Executive Boards and Supervisory Boards of the parent company and subsidiaries
of AURELIUS AG and no sureties or guaranties were assumed in their favor.
Shareholdings of Executive Board and Supervisory Board members
At the reporting date of December 31, 2009, members of both the Executive Board and the Supervisory
Board held shares in AURELIUS AG. The shareholdings of each member of the Executive Board and
Supervisory Board that exceed one percent of the total shares issued by the company are disclosed
individually in the following.
At the reporting date, the direct and indirect shareholdings of the members of the Executive Board of
AURELIUS AG represented 40.7 percent of total shares outstanding. Of this number, 3,072,965 shares or
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32.0 percent of total shares outstanding were held indirectly and directly by Dr. Dirk Markus, and 785,014
shares or 8.2 percent of total shares outstanding were held indirectly and directly by Gert Purkert.
At the reporting date, the members of the Supervisory Board together held 124,711 shares or 1.3 percent of
total shares outstanding.
Share dealings of Executive Board and Supervisory Board members
Because the shares of AURELIUS AG are listed on the Open Market segment of the FWB Frankfurt Stock
Exchange, which is not an organized or regulated market within the meaning of Section 2 (5) WpHG, the
members of the Executive Board and Supervisory Board are not legally obligated under Section 15a WpHG
to publicly disclose their purchases or sales of shares of AURELIUS AG. Nonetheless, the members of the
Executive Board and Supervisory Board have voluntarily undertaken to disclose such transactions in the
manner prescribed by Section 15a WpHG. Such transactions are published promptly on the company's
website at www.aureliusinvest.com.

quarter of 2009, the share price trended downward again to plumb lows of around EUR 7.00. From that
low point, the share price rose again by slightly more than 40 percent during the course of the year to
reach EUR 10.15 at December 30, 2009. At the time when this annual report was being prepared, the
AURELIUS share had recovered further to a price of EUR 13.50. Many investor magazines and stock analysts
expressed a positive view of the share's upside potential in 2009. Speculative investors were advised
to buy the share. The company was expected to benefit from the positive trend of its own market segment
and from the nearly debt-free structure of the holding company. Nonetheless, the share price remained
below the targets set by most analysts. The share's appeal was dampened by various factors, including
the dwindling interest of investors in small-cap companies and the trend toward investing in shares
that offer higher liquidity. On the other hand, the trading volume of the AURELIUS share in 2009 was
higher than in 2008. The average daily trading volume in the XETRA electronic trading system, plus
floor trading on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange, was 10,146 shares, as compared with 4,939 shares in the
preceding year, corresponding to an increase of more than 100 percent.
Annual general meeting and shareholder structure

Regular provision of information about the company
In the interest of transparent communication, AURELIUS regularly publishes up-to-date press releases,
notices of securities dealings according to Section 15a WpHG, annual reports and half year reports, infomation on the annual general meeting and a detailed financial calendar on the company's website at
www.aureliusinvest.com. In addition, interested parties are invited to contact the company's Investor
Relations Department to obtain information and personalized explanations, if desired.

THE AURELIUS SHARE
Underlying conditions in the international stock markets
The international stock markets were highly volatile in 2009 as a whole. The bear market at the beginning of 2009 was driven by the financial crisis and its consequential effects on the real economy.
Worldwide stock indexes plummeted in the first quarter of 2009. The German lead index, the DAX, suffered
a correction of roughly 18 percent during this period.

The proposals of the management were adopted at the annual general meeting of 2009, with 43.36
percent of voting capital present and represented. The various items of the agenda were adopted by
majorities representing 99.99 percent of shareholders present and represented. Among other resolutions,
the annual general meeting voted to increase the dividend to EUR 0.50 per share, after EUR 0.15 per
share in the preceding year. Thus, the company distributed a dividend totaling EUR 4.7 million to its
shareholders.
The direct and indirect shareholdings of the members of the AURELIUS AG Executive Board represented 40.7 percent of total shares outstanding at the reporting date of December 31, 2009. Of this amount, Dr. Dirk Markus indirectly and directly held 3,072,965 shares, representing 32.0 percent of total shares outstanding, and Mr. Gert Purkert indirectly and directly held 785,014 shares, or 8.2 percent of total
shares outstanding. The members of the Supervisory Board together held 124,711 shares,
representing 1.3 percent of total shares outstanding, at the reporting date.
The AURELIUS share in comparison to DAX and Euro Stoxx 50
140,00%

The unexpectedly positive results of major financial institutions for the first quarter marked a turning
point. Furthermore, the worldwide liquidity expansion engineered by central banks staunched the loss
of confidence among market participants. Starting in the summer months of 2009, the massive economic
support programs of governments around the world began to yield fruit in the form of the first signs
of an economic recovery, which were also reflected in the stock markets. The ensuing bull market, which
lasted until the end of 2009, was aided by historically low interest rates and a surplus supply of capital.
Following the correction in the first quarter, the DAX embarked on a powerful upswing for the rest of
2009, closing the year with a gain of roughly 24 percent.
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Performance of the AURELIUS share
The price of the AURELIUS share was not spared by the volatility in the stock markets, but it stabilized
during the course of 2009. The average share price of around EUR 11.00 in December 2009 was only
slightly lower than in December 2008. Shortly before the end of 2008, however, the AURELIUS share
jumped by nearly 50 percent to reach EUR 15.90 at December 31, 2008. During the course of the first
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Capital measures

GROUP MANAGEMENT REPORT OF AURELIUS AG

AURELIUS AG conducted a share buy-back program in 2009. In response to the company's public offer,
a total of 354,890 shares were tendered to the company for a price of EUR 7.00 per share. Because the
public offer was limited to the purchase of up to 300,000 shares, the tendered shares were accepted
on the basis of quotas, in accordance with the terms of the published offering document.
The purchased shares were successfully placed with institutional investors in Germany and abroad for
a price of EUR 7.50 per share. At the same time, the company conducted a capital increase from
Authorized Capital, issuing another 277,750 shares at a subscription price of EUR 7.00 per share, under
exclusion of the shareholders' subscription rights. As a result, the share capital was increased by EUR
277,750 to reach EUR 9,600,000. The share capital is divided into 9,600,000 no-par bearer shares. The
net cash proceeds to the company after deduction of expenses for the buy-back amounted to EUR 2.1
million. The newly issued shares qualify for dividends only in periods that begin on or after January 1,
2009.

KEY DATA
WKN
ISIN
Stock exchange abbreviation:
Stock exchanges:
Market segment:
Share capital:
Number and type of shares:
Initial listing:

AOJ K2A
DE000A0JK2A8
AR4
Xetra, Frankfurt, Berlin-Bremen, Hamburg, München, Stuttgart
Open Market
9,600,000 Euro
9,600,000 no-par bearer shares
June 26, 2006

Business model
AURELIUS AG is an industrial holding company with a long-term investment horizon, which specializes
in acquiring companies with development potential. AURELIUS has many years of investment and
management experience in various industries and sectors. AURELIUS employs its management
capacities and the necessary financial resources for product innovation, sales and research, in order to
develop the potential of its subsidiaries.
With offices in Munich and London and subsidiaries in a number of countries, including Germany, Great
Britain, France, Ireland, Poland, the Netherlands and Switzerland, AURELIUS operates throughout
Europe.
Having accumulated transaction experience from more than 50 company acquisitions and sales, AURELIUS
can assure sellers that it will handle such transactions quickly and professionally. Thanks to its financial
strength, which does not depend on banks, AURELIUS is in a position to pay attractive purchase prices and
to help the purchased companies develop their potential. AURELIUS is also flexible in the structuring of
such transactions. As part of this process, it can accommodate special conditions such as a minimum
holding period, job guarantees and the replacement of corporate relationships or existing lenders.
AURELIUS is thoroughly familiar with the diverse problems to be resolved in connection with even complex
transaction structures and corporate spin-offs.
AURELIUS relies primarily on the skill and expertise of its own employees, from the acquisition and
separation from previous corporate structures to the long-term restructuring process. For that reason,
AURELIUS can make the necessary decisions more quickly, giving it a competitive advantage both in the
screening of prospective target companies and in operational management.
Investment focus
In selecting potential target companies, AURELIUS does not focus on particular economic sectors. It
acquires investments in medium-sized enterprises and corporate spin-offs throughout Europe, provided
that they meet one or more of the following criteria:
- Growth potential that can be unlocked with close operational support;
- Below-average profitability; and/or
- Need for restructuring.
AURELIUS acquires medium-sized companies or corporate spin-offs with annual revenues of EUR 20
million to about EUR 750 million and an EBITDA margin that is positive, but could also be negative. The
market environment and core business of the potential target company should be stable and exhibit the
potential for operational improvement. As a rule, AURELIUS acquires majority investments and preferably
100 percent of the company's equity.
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Acquisition strategy
For the purpose of identifying suitable acquisition targets, AURELIUS makes use of a broad network of
decision makers in corporations, as well as M&A consultants and investment banks. In total, the company's
acquisition specialists identify several hundred acquisition candidates every year, of which number about
10 percent to 15 percent are subjected to a detailed assessment. AURELIUS conducts this due diligence process
with internal and external experts in the fields of mergers and acquisitions, legal and finance. This way,
the company assures prompt and efficient due diligence on a constant high level of quality.
Managerial support as value driver
The portfolio companies are overseen by experienced AURELIUS employees, who assist the management
in the further development of those companies. As a shareholder, AURELIUS believes it is responsible for
providing a "GOOD HOME" and stable environment even in times of change. To that end, AURELIUS relies
on an extensive pool of experienced managers and functional specialists in the areas of finance, organization, production, IT, purchasing, contracts, marketing and sales, and many more. AURELIUS takes
an integrated approach to developing the potential of its subsidiaries. The different specialists work
together closely to bring about the restructuring and the operational and strategic repositioning of its
portfolio companies.

Growth

AURELIUS' CONTRIBUTION

Company & Management

Innovation
Subsidiary manager:

Strategy & long-term
orientation

R&D
Corporate Culture

■

Employee Development

■

Functional experts:
■
■
■

...

Sales

Production

Procurement

Organization

MIS/ Controlling

■

Customers, markets
and products

Structures & processes

Financing & asset base

Alleviation of management, so they can
focus on the core business
Complement to the management team
Interface to the AURELIUS Group

Improvement of processes and procedures
Assurance/ establishment of transparency
Organizational separation from the seller
(Carve out).

Capital:
Investments/
capital expenditures

Capital structure /
financing

■
■

Provision of equity capital for growth
and development
Access to financing instruments/
markets

Depending on the specific circumstances of the given company, AURELIUS initiates comprehensive
measures to further develop its portfolio companies immediately after the acquisition. Such measures
may include the following:
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- Analysis of existing IT systems and often, the introduction of new, more modern IT systems;
- Development of new sales and marketing concepts;
- Negotiations with banks and financing partners on debt restructuring;
- Establishment of new supplier relationships and settlement of inherited liabilities;
- Agreements with works councils and trade unions;
- Reorganization of working capital;
- Reorganization of production processes; and/or
- Streamlining of the product portfolio.
AURELIUS offers management the chance to purchase investments in the respective subsidiary. In
making its investments, AURELIUS does not pursue the goal of reselling the company as quickly as possible,
but instead plans to provide a stable, GOOD HOME for its portfolio companies.

Disclosures pursuant to the Takeover Directive Implementation Act
The required disclosures pursuant to Section 315 (4) HGB [German Commercial Code] are presented in
detail in the following.
The share capital of AURELIUS AG consists of 9,600,000 no-par bearer shares, each representing an
imputed share of capital equal to EUR 1.00. There are no statutory or corporate-law restrictions on
voting rights or transfers. To the knowledge of the Executive Board, no such agreements to the contrary
exist between shareholders.
At the reporting date, the company was aware of the following direct or indirect shareholdings conveying
voting rights equal to more than 10 percent of share capital: Dr. Dirk Markus indirectly and directly
holds 3,072,965 shares, representing 32.0 percent of the voting rights of AURELIUS AG. Shares endowed
with special rights that would convey control over the company do not exist. There are no special
regulations applicable to the exercise of shareholder rights by shareholders who are employees of
AURELIUS AG.
Pursuant to Article 5 para. 1 of the Articles of Incorporation, the Executive Board must be composed of
at least one member. The number of members is determined by the Supervisory Board. If the Executive
Board has more than one member, the Supervisory Board is authorized to appoint a Chairman and Vice
Chairman of the Executive Board. The Supervisory Board is authorized to revoke the appointment of
Executive Board members and the appointment of the Executive Board Chairman for an important
cause. Compared to the requirements set forth in Sections 84 and 85 AktG [German Stock Corporations
Act] and Section 31 MitbestG [German Co-Determination Act], the Articles of Incorporation do not
stipulate any further restrictions on the dismissal of Executive Board members. In accordance with
Section 119 (1) (5) AktG, the annual general meeting resolves on amendments to the Articles of
Incorporation.
The annual general meeting of July 6, 2009 authorized the Executive Board to increase the share capital,
with the consent of the Supervisory Board, by up to a total of EUR 4,661,125.00 through the issuance of
up to 4,661,125 new bearer shares, each representing an imputed share of capital equal to EUR 1.00,
against cash or in-kind capital contributions, on one or more occasions in the time until July 5, 2014
(Authorized Capital 2009/I).
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The annual general meeting of July 6, 2009 authorized the Executive Board to purchase treasury shares
representing up to 10 percent of the current share capital in the time until the end of January 5, 2011.
This authorization can be exercised by the company or by third parties for account of the company all
at once or in partial amounts, on one or more occasions, for one or more purposes. Such shares can be
purchased either on the stock exchange or by way of a public purchase offer directed to all shareholders
of the company, at the discretion of the Executive Board.
The Executive Board was further authorized to sell the purchased treasury shares by some other means
than on the stock exchange or by way of an offer to all shareholders, provided that the purchased
treasury shares are sold at a price that is not significantly less than the stock exchange price of the
company's shares on the sale date. To that extent, the subscription rights of shareholders can be excluded.
However, this authorization is subject to the condition that the shares sold under exclusion of subscription
rights according to Section 186 (3) (4) AktG do not together represent more than 10 percent of the share
capital at the date of the resolution or at the date of issuance of the new shares, if that latter amount
is less. The maximum limit of 10 percent of share capital is reduced by the proportional share of
capital represented by the shares issued during the period of this authorization in connection with a
capital increase under exclusion of subscription rights according to Section 186 (3) (4) AktG.
The Executive Board was further authorized to sell the purchased treasury shares by some other means
than on the stock exchange or by way of an offer to all shareholders, provided that such sale is effected
against in-kind capital contributions for the purpose of business combinations or the acquisition of
companies or shares in companies. To that extent, the subscription rights of shareholders will be excluded.
The Executive Board was additionally authorized to use the purchased treasury shares for the purpose
of servicing subscription rights to shares (warrants) that were granted to selected members of the
Executive Board, selected members of the management of companies affiliated with the company, and
selected employees of the company and affiliated companies by virtue of the authorization to grant
subscription rights resolved by the annual general meeting of June 27, 2007.
The shares can also be used to service conversion rights under convertible bonds, convertible loans or
warrants issued by the company or by Group companies. To that extent, the subscription right of
shareholders will be excluded.
Furthermore, the Executive Board was authorized to retire the purchased treasury shares, in full or in
part, without need of an additional resolution of the annual general meeting. Such shares can also be
retired by means of a simplified procedure without need of a capital decrease, by adjusting the imputed
shares of capital represented by the other shares of the company. Such retirement can be limited to
only some of the purchased treasury shares. The authorization to retire shares can be exercised on more
than one occasion. If the shares are retired by means of the simplified procedure, the Executive Board
is authorized to adjust the number of shares outstanding in the Articles of Incorporation.
The foregoing authorizations to sell or retire treasury shares can be exercised all at once or in partial
amounts, on one or more occasions, separately or collectively.

There are no significant agreements of the company that would take effect in the event of a change of
control resulting from a takeover offer. No statements have been made to that effect, nor on the subject
of compensation agreements between the company and the members of the Executive Board or
employees of the company, that would take effect in the event of a takeover offer.

General economic conditions and developments in the private equity sector
Global economy in the grip of a deep recession in 2009
The global economy in 2009 was in the grip of the worst recession since the Second World War. Starting
in mid-2008, the worldwide economic and financial crisis has had a tremendous negative impact on the
industrialized economies in particular. Governments around the world responded with extensive economic
support programs and other government corrective measures. The imminent collapse of financial systems
was averted by means of concerted intervention on the part of the world's most important central banks.
Key interest rates were lowered drastically to almost zero and markets were flooded with liquidity.
The economic support programs began to yield effects in the summer months of 2009, leading to the first
signs of an economic recovery. This economic bottom was again followed by positive growth impulses in
many industries in the final quarter of the year.
According to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), world economic output contracted by 0.8 percent in
20091. Thus, overall economic performance showed a much better development than had been predicted
by most experts even in mid-2009.
According to the IMF, the economic output of the industrialized nations contracted by 3.2 percent last year.
Having contracted by only 2.5 percent, the U.S. economy fared somewhat better than the euro zone, where
economic output contracted by 3.9 percent. Due to its dependence on exports, Germany was especially
hard hit, with its economic output shrinking by 4.8 percent. The same can be said for the Japanese
economy, which suffered a decline of 5.3 percent.
By comparison, the emerging-market and developing countries registered growth of 2.1 percent. The Asian
growth countries (China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam) alone increased
their aggregate economic output by 6.5 percent. In China, the aggressive government support measures
fueled GDP growth of 8.7 percent. According to the IMF, India's economy expanded at a rate of 5.6 percent.
On the other hand, Russia's economy suffered a substantial decline of 9.0 percent, due to that country's
heavy dependence on commodities.
In addition to the economic programs and fiscal policy measures, significant economic relief was afforded
by commodity prices. The price of oil, for example, was 36 percent less and those of other commodities
were almost 19 percent less on average than the respective record levels of the preceding year.
Consequently, consumer prices remained relatively stable in the industrialized countries (+0.1 percent), although they increased by 5.2 percent in the emerging-market countries, on average for the year. Exchange
rates were highly volatile at times during the year. Although the euro-U.S. dollar exchange rate was 1.43 at
the end of 2009, that being only slightly higher than at the end of the preceding year, the exchange rate
oscillated within a range of 1.25 to 1.51 during the reporting period. The British pound appreciated slightly
against the euro, while the Japanese yen lost value against the euro in 2009.
1 International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook, January 26, 2010.
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Developments in the private equity market in 2009
The financial and economic crisis had a serious impact on the private equity market in 2009. The statistics1
published by the National Association of German Private Equity Companies (BVK) for the German
private equity market in 2009 showed that private equity investments declined substantially in absolute terms compared to 2008, falling 75 percent to EUR 2.36 billion. Of this total, German investors
accounted for EUR 2.17 billion, or 92 percent. However, the number of companies financed with private
equity declined by only 10 percent last year. The sharp decrease in absolute terms can be attributed to
the absence of large transactions. The amounts invested increased steadily from one quarter to the
next; in fact, EUR 961 million, representing more than 40 percent of the total for the year, was invested
in the fourth quarter alone. For 2010, therefore, the BVK anticipates a sustained recovery of the private
equity sector.
Broken down by financing phases, 48 percent or EUR 1.14 billion went to buy-out transactions (PY: EUR
6,870 million), while 21 percent (EUR 498 million) went to growth financing (PY: EUR 847 million). In the
venture capital segment, early-phase investments declined by 16 percent to EUR 381 million, while laterstage
investments amounted to EUR 230 million, as compared to EUR 651 million in the preceding year.
Broken down by economic sectors, 23 percent of the total was invested in commercial & industrial
products, 15 percent in communications technology and 12 percent in life sciences. These sectors were
followed by financial services and computer/entertainment electronics at 9 percent each, commercial
& industrial services at 8 percent, consumer goods & retail and chemicals & work materials at 6 percent
each, and energy & environment at 5 percent.
After a sharp decline in 2008, the volume of private equity investment sales declined by another 29 percent
to EUR 1.6 billion in 2009. Due mainly to the lack of exit possibilities in the stock market and the extreme
restraint exhibited with respect to secondary transactions via the M&A market, the environment for
company sales remained extremely difficult in 2009. Expressed as a percentage of the overall exit volume,
34% percent of the companies sold in 2009 were sold by way of so-called "trade sales," that being 40
percent less than the corresponding prior-year figure. Company sales to other private equity companies
("secondaries") plunged by more than 75 percent to EUR 140 million (PY: EUR 598 million). By contrast,
company sales to management (management buy-outs and buy-backs) doubled to EUR 190 million. As
a result of the tough conditions in the IPO market and the mixed performance of share prices, not a
single IPO was conducted and sales of shares in exchange-listed companies declined. The continuing
economic weakness was also reflected in the total losses figure, which tripled from the prior-year level
of EUR 137 million to EUR 525 million in 2009.
1 National Association of German Private Equity Firms, Annual Statistics 2009, published on March 8, 2010 at www.bvk.de.
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Reports on the portfolio companies

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION SEGMENT (IP)

The development of the fully consolidated corporate groups (subsidiaries) of the AURELIUS Group is
presented in the following sections.
The AURELIUS Group consists of 13 operating groups, which are held via intermediate holding companies.
All together, AURELIUS AG has 121 subsidiaries, plus four companies consolidated at equity (associated
companies), among them Channel21, Mode & Preis and Bank Compagnie de Gestion et de Prêts (CDGP).
Five corporate groups were fully consolidated for the first time in financial year 2009. Four fully consolidated
groups (KTDaythea, Pohland Herrenbekleidung, Richard Scherpe Group and Quelle La Source) were deconsolidated in 2009.
In accordance with the requirements of IFRS 8 Operating Segments, individual companies have been
assigned to the segments of Industrial Production, Services & Solutions and Retail & Consumer Products
(see also Note 5.1 of the notes to the consolidated financial statements).

SCHABMÜLLER GROUP
As a leading international manufacturer of electrical drive systems, the Schabmüller Group focuses primarily
on the development, production and distribution of AC and DC motors and modern synchronous motors.
The company's products are used in fork lift trucks, generators and components for hybrid systems, among
other things. The Schabmüller Group always develops its innovative solutions in line with customer
specifications, as complete systems consisting of motor, transmission, steering and control electronics or
as standalone components.
Current developments
The last fiscal year, 2009, was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the AC motor activities,
which were obtained from Sauer-Danfoss at the end of 2008. The former owner of the Schabmüller Group
thus withdrew completely from operations involving mobile drives. In addition, Sauer-Danfoss disposed of
its hybrid component production for building and agricultural machinery. This activity, which required an
additional manufacturing hall to be rented close to the Berching facility so that it could be set up, was
similarly acquired by the Schabmüller Group.
The Schabmüller Group succeeded in acquiring major new projects in the field of industrial trucks and
pressing ahead with customer-specific new developments for hybrid solutions and direct drives. The company
continues to collaborate closely with cooperation partners in this area. All in all, the Schabmüller Group
suffered in 2009 from the very negative market environment caused by the financial crisis. Many
customers saw their business collapse by up to 75 percent. This led to a major decline in revenues,
especially in the first half of the year, but this was less marked than in the market as a whole.
Accordingly, the Schabmüller Group was able to gain market share over the course of the year. The
market stabilized in the second half of the year and revenues began to rise again sharply toward the
end of the period.
The realignment of the company has been largely completed. Company development will now focus on
strengthening the revenue base. Project activity is expected to pick up in 2010. The aim is to achieve growth by initiating a strategic expansion in the markets and acquiring new projects with new technologies
(hybrid components, synchronous motors and direct drives). To this end, further
investments will be made on the logistics side at the facility in Berching. Plans for expanding and
consolidating the storage facilities are currently being drawn up.
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SCHLEICHER ELECTRONIC

WELLMAN INTERNATIONAL

chleicher Electronic develops and produces high-efficiency control systems for tool manufacturing and
special-purpose machinery construction. In doing so, the company combines process and movement
functions with numerical functions in a single control system. Working in conjunction with its customers,
Schleicher Electronic devises individual solutions for everything from individual automation components
through to customer-specific overall concepts. The company's customer base includes mechanical
engineering firms of all sizes from the German Mittelstand through to international conglomerates.

Wellman International is Europe's biggest recycler of disposable PET bottles. PET bottles collected
throughout Europe are washed and shredded in two plants in Spijk (Netherlands) and Verdun (France).
The material handled in this way, known as r-PET, is subsequently processed to form polyester fibers.
This happens primarily in the company's own production plant at the headquarters of Wellman
International in Ireland, which is the largest of its kind in Europe. Wellman International is also a
leading producer of polyester fiber as a result.

Current developments

Current developments

Like the entire mechanical engineering industry, Schleicher Electronic was affected by a massive decline
in new orders on the automation side in the first half of 2009 to an extent that could not have been
envisaged at the end of 2008. The decrease in new orders on the components side (defense electronics)
was relatively small compared with automation engineering, such that the decline could be cushioned
somewhat overall. A stable plateau could finally be reached in the second half of the year, but this was
at a quite considerably lower level than usual. Various cost-cutting measures were implemented in
response to this trend.

A massive decline in prices and major fluctuations in demand led to further consolidation in the industry
in fiscal 2009. Several competitors across Europe withdrew from the market. Wellman International,
however, succeeded in expanding its market share in part by launching new products. This includes
offerings like fine fibers for technical end uses as well as flame resistant and dirt-repelling fibers. The
systematic expansion and qualification of the sales force similarly helped the company to perform even
better. Furthermore, Wellman International succeeded in expanding its brand image with the core
elements of sustainability, innovation and performance.

With a view to constantly developing the company, the planned investments were systematically
continued notably in research and development and in expanding the global sales function.

In the second half of 2009, full use was made of the available capacity and inventories significantly
reduced as a result. Continued efficiency-boosting measures, including a quality initiative in production,
various supplier programs, the expansion and qualification of the R&D department and a significant
reduction in energy consumption, led to a further reduction in costs and improvement in quality.
Prices also stabilized in the second half of 2009. All in all, Wellman International succeeded in increasing
its sales in 2009 compared with the prior year and exceeding the planned targets. Strong new orders
at present give cause for optimism for 2010.
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SERVICES & SOLUTIONS SEGMENT (S&S)

DFA –TRANSPORT UND LOGISTIK

GHOTEL GROUP

Alongside its core business of providing logistics and transportation services to the construction
industry, DFA - Transport und Logistik also has operations in the fields of street and construction site
services, maintenance of commercial and passenger vehicles, long-distance haulage and heavy haulage.

The GHOTEL Group runs hotels and apartment blocks in central locations in major German cities,
including Hamburg, Hanover, Stuttgart and Munich. The GHOTEL Group offers attractive facilities,
well-equipped conference rooms and contemporary living solutions such as "Wohnen auf Zeit" in its
modern business and leisure hotels at a total of 13 locations. The GHOTEL Group primarily targets people
who are looking for good value for money in the mid-range price segment together with high quality
service.

The Group has established itself as a strong partner for roadbuilding transportation services (covering
all types of bulk materials, including sand, gravel, concrete and quarrying) besides its regional redevelopment
activities. With facilities in Germany, Austria, Poland and the Czech Republic, DFA - Transport und
Logistik has operations throughout Europe for its customers.
Current developments
DFA – Transport und Logistik has been part of the AURELIUS Group since July 2006. The realignment has
been successfully completed in the meantime. The vehicle fleet of DFA – Transport und Logistik currently
comprises 300 modern special vehicles.
Due to the long winter, business activities did not start in full until relatively late in 2009. The economic
crisis also had a negative effect. Nevertheless, DFA – Transport und Logistik succeeded in expanding its
operations in Germany overall, especially in the second half of the year. Thus it is present at several
major construction sites in Germany, such as on the A1 highway between Bremen and Hamburg and at
Frankfurt Airport. Furthermore, DFA – Transport und Logistik was able to significantly reduce its dependence
on a few regional customers and complete an image change from a regional player to a European player.
In this context, master agreements were concluded with several major European construction firms.
The more restrictive lending practices and higher equity capital requirements of the supporting banks
are leading to a requirement for capital that is to be covered by a capital increase.

Current developments
The hotel trade recorded sharp falls in both revenues and earnings in 2009, although the GHOTEL
Group was less badly affected by this than others. The company took measures at an early stage to
cushion pending revenue losses or compensate for them in other areas. This included relinquishing
unprofitable properties, a last step in the successful reorientation of the GHOTEL Group. Furthermore,
the GHOTEL Group benefited from a shift in demand in favor of the upmarket 3-star category and from
the ongoing positioning and further development of the brand over the last few years. The exploitation of
new and successful distribution channels represented a further success factor for the company in
2009.
For 2010, the company is focusing on expansion. After lease agreements for new hotels in Koblenz
(summer 2010) and Würzburg (spring 2011) could already be concluded in 2009, the company is still looking
for hotels to take over as operator.

For 2010, DFA – Transport und Logistik expects government packages of investments in infrastructure
to provide positive stimulus. Furthermore, the company intends to expand its operations in eastern
Europe.
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CONNECTIS

CONSINTO

The Swiss system integrator connectis offers its customers both solutions for safe networks and
applications in voice, data and video communications and the world of unified communications. The
company carries out the planning, roll-out, maintenance and operation of system solutions from a
single source and is the official partner of leading global manufacturers including Cisco, Microsoft and
Nortel. connectis operates out of a total of seven facilities and has activities throughout Switzerland.

Consinto is a leading, independent, mid-sized IT consultancy with its own computer center, more than
30 years of industry experience, and prestigious customers from the fields of automotive and manufacturing,
aerospace and defense, energy and utilities, and banks and insurers. The name is derived from the company's core competencies: Consulting, System Integration and Operation.
Current developments

Current developments
The first full fiscal year as an independent company represented a period of consolidation for connectis.
Even though the Swiss telecommunications industry faced extreme falls in revenues in some places,
connectis was able to expand its market share slightly, despite a decline in revenues. One of the biggest
suppliers of business telephone equipment to connectis, the Canada-based manufacturer Nortel, was
under Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the United States for the entire fiscal year. This led to restrained
investment activity across the entire industry. Despite these circumstances, connectis succeeded in
reinforcing the confidence of prestigious major customers like UBS, Rolex, Swatch and public-sector
institutions in the company and concluding some long-term contracts as a result.
Whereas in 2008 the infrastructure had been reconstructed and the organization restructured in places
following the separation from the original parent, Sunrise, all major business processes were geared to a
growth-oriented future in 2009. All in all, the initiated measures led to a slight operating profit being
generated.
The company is planning to significantly expand its share of the market in Switzerland. At present, the
company is the second-biggest vendor in the market with a share of around 15 percent. The goal is to
increase this share to around 25 percent over the next five years.
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After it had been acquired with effect from February 1, 2009, the former Thales Information Systems
GmbH was first extricated from the structures of the France-based Thales Group and renamed
Consinto as of April 1, 2009.
The remaining part of fiscal 2009 was therefore spent establishing Consinto as an independent IT service
provider. Significant new orders and contract extensions have been obtained from prestigious major
customers, including the former Group parent Thales, Airbus, Generali and the successor companies of
the Grundig Group. In the first half of 2009, moreover, the main emphasis was on operational issues
such as optimizing the organizational structure, reviewing and adjusting the cost structures and rolling
out a professional cash management system. Work started in the second half of the year on the strategic
focus and further development of the core competencies of Consinto as a consultancy. The main
emphasis is on the fields of spare parts and service logistics, production planning and control, asset
management for the utility industry, and the specially developed business solutions for the insurance
and defense industries – Financial Database and AMOSS. The company sees potential for growth in
these fields in particular.
A profit was generated in 2009 despite a decline in revenues that was attributable above all to the
economic slowdown in the automotive sector. Moderate revenue growth is expected again in 2010.
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RETAIL & CONSUMER PRODUCTS SEGMENT (RCP)

LD DIDACTIC

EINHORN MODE MANUFAKTUR

LD Didactic is a leading worldwide provider of teaching systems for schools and industry. The Group
offers complete solutions for general science education and further education in engineering and the
sciences. The combination of chemistry, biology, physics and engineering makes it possible for LD
Didactic to offer comprehensive learning solutions for both the basic research and application fields of
vendors for technical and scientific teaching programs.

Einhorn Mode Manufaktur is a leading vendor of high quality men's shirts. The company's products are
characterized by top quality, innovative textiles and a unique design complete with stylish details.
Besides products bearing the company's own "Einhorn" label, it manufactures products under license
for other prestigious brands such as "Tommy Hilfiger Tailored."
Current developments

Current developments
The global market for technical and scientific teaching materials has held up well during the general
financial and economic crisis and become detached from the general economic environment. In both
Germany - the most important market for LD Didactic - and many international markets, the public
sector has subsidized investments in educational establishments with targeted stimulus
measures. This resulted in new orders at LD Didactic developing well over the past year, even managing
to exceed expectations.
LD Didactic was taken over from insolvency in the first quarter of 2009. This made it possible to save
most of the jobs at LD Didactic. LD Didactic was repositioned in fiscal 2009 in both organizational and
strategic terms, and the product portfolio was streamlined. As part of the realignment of the company,
parts of the production function were transferred from the parent plant in Hürth to Urbach in
Thuringia. Investment in the IT infrastructure made it possible to introduce a powerful controlling and
KPI system as well as a modern ERP system across all facilities.
The goal for 2010 is to further optimize the existing range and expand the company's product portfolio
with further product innovations. Sales and Marketing are to receive additional support with a new
website and new product lists. The Furniture unit is to be discontinued in 2010.

In a difficult market environment, Einhorn Mode Manufaktur succeeded in largely stabilizing its revenues
in 2009, which also helped it gain market share. Key account management was expanded and the
customer base streamlined. In particular, it proved possible to record a significant rise in orders for the
Spring/Summer Collection. Licensing activities also performed well.
The repositioning of the brand was completed with the separation of word mark and logo, reflecting
the high value of the product. Einhorn Mode Manufaktur was the clear winner of a quality test carried
out in February 2009 by an independent research firm, ahead of ten other branded shirts.
In the past fiscal year, the management team was supplemented by experienced industry specialists in
the fields of product management, purchasing management and sales. At 96 percent, the delivery rate
was again well above the industry average in 2009, underscoring the performance capability of the
corporate group.
The outsourcing of the raw materials store already carried out in 2008 helped to reduce distances from
suppliers and shorten production times. Locating the stores on the premises of the respective contract
manufacturers in eastern Europe led to a significant reduction in production-related logistics costs.
Einhorn Mode Manufaktur expects the revenues from its own brand to increase sharply in 2010 in a
persistently difficult economic environment. The company also aims to improve its operating result
again.
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BERENTZEN GROUP

BLAUPUNKT

The Berentzen Group is one of the leading drinks groups in Germany. For more than 250 years, the
Berentzen name has stood for the fine art of distillation and the pleasure of drinking. The Berentzen
Group focuses on its core Berentzen and Puschkin brands in the volume segment of the spirits market.
The company also exports these two brands. The Berentzen Group is the biggest Pepsi Cola franchise
partner in Germany and producer of wellness and soft drinks, which means it is also very successful
with its domestic operations in the market for non-alcoholic beverages.

Blaupunkt is a major international distributor of high quality electronics equipment in the field of car
infotainment; among other things, this includes car radios and car hi-fi components. Blaupunkt also
has activities in the entertainment electronics market with innovative lifestyle products. The corporate
group was acquired as part of an asset deal at the start of 2009 as a spin-off from the Robert Bosch
Group.
Current developments

Current developments
Spending by German households on spirits rose slightly in the past year compared with 2008.
International operations, on the other hand, were affected by weaker demand in the core markets hit
by economic recession.
The realignment of the company included abandoning loss-making private labels and secondary
brands and thoroughly revising the articles and ranges offered. This resulted in a slight decline in sales
and revenues at the Berentzen Group. On the earnings side, however, the Berentzen Group benefited
from the restructuring of the business units carried out since the end of 2008 and already achieved the
turnaround in the first half of 2009.
Among other things, the restructuring concerned the consolidation of production at the Minden facility,
the relocation of the private label and secondary brand activities to Minden and the reorganization of
the non-alcoholic beverages operations. During the year, the brand environment of the Berentzen
umbrella brand was revised and geared to a younger, trend-oriented consumer group. The first new
product for the revised brand environment, the Berentzen "B2" fruit vodka, was launched in the fourth
quarter. The roll-out is being supported by intensive marketing activities and optimum placement in
the German spirits market.

Blaupunkt underwent a wide-ranging restructuring program in 2009. The various divisions acquired
from the Robert Bosch Group were restructured in line with company law and divided into a total of
eight legally independent units. In addition, investments were made in new IT infrastructure in order
to prepare it for standalone operation as of 2010.
The cost-cutting exercise was initiated by reducing overcapacity, streamlining the process organization
and eliminating a large number of jobs with a view to adapting Blaupunkt to match the structural
requirements of a mid-sized enterprise. At the same time, improvements in the purchasing function
and a tightening of the product portfolio had a positive effect on the weak earnings position. This included
Blaupunkt withdrawing from the hard fought mobile navigation market, among other things.
Moreover, agreement was reached at the end of December 2009 on the sale of the antenna system
division to the Rosenheim-based Kathrein Group.
Furthermore, a long-term product strategy was defined during the year under review. Alongside the
core lines of business involving car radios and car hi-fi systems, Blaupunkt intends to establish itself in
the entertainment electronics market with innovative products and lifestyle accessories such as
headphones and docking stations for iPods. Further entertainment electronics products are slated
for distribution in the future with the aid of a network of franchise partnerships. Blaupunkt is currently
in the middle of initial negotiations with first interested partners.

One aim for 2010 is to implement the brand strategy with greater intensity. The Berentzen Group will
bring a further innovative new product to market in the spring of 2010. Consumer communications for
the Berentzen and Puschkin umbrella brand at the point-of-sale or point-of-drinks will be reinforced.
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BCA

SIT-UP TV

BCA is the biggest book club in Britain, with a customer base of several hundred thousand members.
Alongside the classic Booksdirect book club with its general targeting, there are six further clubs for the
Children, Fantasy, History, Military, Railway and Non-fiction target groups that are served online and by
mail-order.

Sit-Up TV is a leading home-shopping specialist in Britain. The company runs three interactive
home-shopping TV channels and websites: bid tv, price-drop tv and speed auction tv. Sit-Up TV sells its
broad product range via an innovative pricing mechanism involving an auction format in which the prices
fall and all participants need only pay the lowest price.

Current developments

The company's live program has a technical reach of over 22 million households in Britain, which makes
it number two in the market behind QVC. It is broadcast on the Virgin TV, Freeview and Sky TV platforms.

Following the acquisition from the Bertelsmann Direct Group with effect from January 1, 2009, the
restructuring of BCA focused on optimizing the cost structure and working capital management.
The book trade in Britain, which is characterized by major price wars due to a lack of fixed book prices,
became even more competitive in the recession-hit year of 2009. This led to a further decline in
revenues and margins for both the classical mail-order book distributors and book stores in favor of the
big online vendors and supermarkets.
Consequently, the future business strategy will focus on reinforcing online activities, which will lead to
a further improvement in the cost structure compared with the classical mail-order operation. The
launch of a new website for children's books and the planned relaunch of all club pages in 2010 are
intended to greatly enhance the shopping experience and tap new customer groups. In the club model,
moreover, greater value will be placed on a longer term customer relationship. This measure will be
backed by a number of innovative customer-retention activities.
In addition, the internal distribution unit was spun off to form an independent company, during the
course of which the goal is to acquire further external logistics customers from the entertainment
segment.

Current developments
Sit-Up TV was also affected by the weak economic climate in fiscal 2009. Nevertheless, adjusting the
organization and applying strict supplier management made it possible to achieve rapid successes in
the restructuring of the company. To improve the earnings situation, investments were made to
significantly increase the programs' reach and address specific target groups. All in all, various costcutting
measures served to greatly improve the earnings position, despite falling revenues, and the turnaround
was already achieved in the past fiscal year.
Sit-Up TV is working hard to expand its online formats; the current online offerings bid tv and price-drop
tv are being modernized and tailored even more closely to customer needs. The market position of
Sit-Up TV will be rapidly expanded by the further development of innovative online entertainment
auction formats. In the short run, the company is planning to launch an innovative new online auction
channel giving the existing customer base access to an expanded product range and also appealing to
new target groups. In addition, Sit-Up TV will add a classical online trading platform this year to round
out its auction offering.
Furthermore, the company aims to positively impact its earnings by consolidating suppliers, making
greater use of direct imports and reorganizing its call center. As a result of the measures that have been
initiated, Sit-Up TV is well positioned to benefit from the expected growth in TV and online trading.
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Summary of developments in financial year 20091
The AURELIUS Group was certainly also affected by the worldwide economic and financial markets crisis in
financial year 2009. Most of the Group's subsidiaries were impacted by the consequential effects of the
negative environment. The subsidiaries operating in the mechanical engineering sector were especially
hard hit by the crisis in 2009 because they had to contend with massive declines in orders and revenues and
had to impose painful cuts in some cases. Other subsidiaries, on the other hand, achieved much more
positive results in financial year 2009. One such subsidiary was the Berentzen Group, which successfully
completed its turnaround only one year after being acquired by AURELIUS.

In the table below, revenues are broken down by the segments Services & Solutions, Industrial Production
and Retail & Consumer Products, as well as discontinued operations:
AURELIUS
Group

Industrial
Production

161,011

171,220

564,287

5,723

902,241

3,284

28,872

106,310

-/-

138,466

thereof from continuing operations

157,727

142,348

457,977

5,723

763,775

Despite the negative economic environment, the 2009 financial year was positive for the AURELIUS Group
as a whole. The consolidated revenues of EUR 763.8 million were the highest in the company's history for
2009 and were 119 percent higher than the prior-year figure. On an annualized basis, the consolidated
revenues actually came to EUR 822.8 million at year-end 2009. The earnings before taxes and interest (EBIT)
of EUR 105.7 million (+68 percent over the prior year) also marked a new record. With an equity ratio of 34
percent and a moderate debt ratio, the AURELIUS Groups' financing is very solid. With cash and cash
equivalents of EUR 155.6 million, AURELIUS is well equipped for continued growth and the acquisition of
new subsidiaries.

Percentage of continuing
operations

20.7 %

18.6%

60.0%

0.7%

The AURELIUS Group acquired five corporate groups in 2009: BCA, Blaupunkt, Consinto, LD Didactic and SitUp TV. These subsidiaries were included in the consolidated financial statements for the first time in 2009,
while four formerly fully consolidated corporate groups (KTDaythea, Pohland Herrenbekleidung, the Richard
Scherpe Group and Quelle La Source) were deconsolidated in the reporting period. At the end of 2009,
therefore, the AURELIUS Group had 13 corporate groups as portfolio companies, which are classified as
continuing operations.

Furthermore, this figure contains income from the reversal of provisions in the amount of EUR 19.7 million
(PY: EUR 6.3 million). The income from the sale of non-current financial assets amounted to EUR 8.2 million,
as compared to EUR 22.4 million in the prior year; this income resulted from the subsidiaries that were
deconsolidated in 2009.

Revenues with third parties
thereof from discontinued operations

Retail &
Consumer
Products

Other

Services &
Solutions

Financial performance, cash flows and financial position

in kEUR

The OTHER OPERATING INCOME of EUR 183.9 million was 175 percent higher than the corresponding
prior-year figure (PY: EUR 66.9 million). This increase resulted especially from the higher income from the
reversal of negative goodwill (bargain purchase income), which rose to EUR 121.5 million in financial year
2009 (PY: EUR 13.4 million).

The INCOME/EXPENSES FROM ASSOCIATED COMPANIES declined significantly to a loss of EUR 0.2 million.
The positive prior-year figure of EUR 7.2 million had been influenced primarily by non-recurring effects
related to the initial consolidation of Mode & Preis and Channel21.

Revenues and results
At EUR 763.8 million, the CONSOLIDATED REVENUES were 119 percent higher than the corresponding
prior-year figure of EUR 349.0 million. This increase resulted mainly from the companies that had been
acquired and were fully consolidated for the full year for the first time. The determining date for the initial
consolidation or inclusion of a subsidiary in the consolidated financial statements is the date of closing of a
transaction, because that is when AURELIUS first attains complete control over the acquired company. The
revenues and results of the subsidiaries acquired during the year are included in the consolidated financial
statements only from the date of initial consolidation. Thus, they are included only for part of the year.
Extrapolated to twelve months, the annualized consolidated revenues of the AURELIUS Group amounted
to EUR 822.8 million at the reporting date, as compared to EUR 501.0 million in the preceding year (+64
percent).
1 The prior-year comparison values for the statement of comprehensive income were adjusted in accordance with the requirements
of IFRS 5.

The changes in the individual expense items were likewise mainly caused by changes in the consolidation
group (initial consolidations and deconsolidations of subsidiaries).
At EUR 420.0 million, the PURCHASED GOODS AND SERVICES were 128 percent higher than the corresponding
prior-year figure (PY: EUR 183.9 million). Thus, the ratio of purchased goods and services to revenues was 55
percent (PY: 53 percent).
The PERSONNEL EXPENSES rose to EUR 183.3 million, after EUR 86.6 million in the prior year (+112 percent).
The ratio of personnel expenses to revenues was 24 percent, on about the same level as the prior-year figure
(25 percent).
The OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES amounted to EUR 192.3 million, representing an increase of 178 percent
over the prior-year figure of EUR 69.1 million. The main items of other operating expenses were marketing
and commissions in the amount of EUR 47.2 million (PY: EUR 20.8 million), administrative expenses in the
amount of EUR 36.5 million (PY: EUR 9.0 million) and freight and shipping costs in the amount of EUR 36.0
million Euro (PY: EUR 10.9 million).
At EUR 142.8 million, the EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST, TAXES, DEPRECIATION AND AMORITZATION (EBITDA)
were 79 percent higher than the prior-year figure (PY: EUR 80.0 million).
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The AMORTIZATION, DEPRECIATION AND IMPAIRMENTS OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS AND PROPERTY, PLANT
AND EQUIPMENT amounted to EUR 37.1 million (+114 percent). The increase in this item resulted mainly
from the initial consolidation of the assets acquired in connection with the companies purchased in 2009.
The EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST AND TAXES (EBIT) amounted to EUR 105.7 million, as compared to EUR
62.8 million in the prior year (+68 percent). The net financial result improved slightly to minus EUR 6.7
million (PY: minus EUR 8.0 million). At EUR 1.0 million, the tax expenses were significantly less than the
prior-year figure of EUR 11.6 million. This significant decrease was heavily influenced by income from
deferred taxes in the amount of EUR 9.0 million. After deducting the loss on discontinued operations in the
amount of minus EUR 17.4 million and the non-controlling interests in the amount of EUR 5.8 million, the
period profit attributable to the shareholders was EUR 74.8 million, representing an increase of 107 percent
over the prior-year figure of EUR 36.2 million.
Consequently, the diluted EARNINGS PER SHARE from continuing operations came to EUR 9.63 (PY: EUR
5.30).

At the reporting date of December 31, 2009, CONSOLIDATED EQUITY amounted to EUR 229.3 million, as
compared to EUR 141.5 million in the prior year (+62 percent). That corresponds to a consolidated equity ratio
of 34 percent (PY: 24 percent). Due to the capital increase conducted in May 2009, which involved the
issuance of 277,750 shares from Authorized Capital, the subscribed capital was increased to EUR 9.6 million
(PY: EUR 9.3 million).
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES amounted to EUR 169.8 million, as compared to EUR 102.8 million at the prior-year
reporting date (+65 percent). The pension obligations of EUR 33.0 million comprised in this figure (PY:
EUR 22.8 million) were mainly divided among the Berentzen Group, Consinto and Blaupunkt. The
non-current liabilities also included provisions in the amount of EUR 21.9 million (PY: EUR 6.9 million).
At the reporting date, NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL LIABILITIES amounted to EUR 47.2 million (PY: EUR 21.9
million). They included liabilities due to banks and other financial liabilities in the amount of EUR 23.6
million each (PY: EUR 15.1 million and EUR 6.8 million, respectively). The 116 percent increase in non-current
financial liabilities was offset by a sharp decrease in current financial liabilities. Total financial liabilities were
lower than the corresponding prior-year figure by EUR 18.3 million. The other non-current liabilities declined
slightly to EUR 29.7 million, as compared to EUR 31.3 million in the prior year.

Financial position and cash flows
At December 31, 2009, the Group's TOTAL ASSETS amounted to EUR 679.0 million, indicative of a 16 percent
increase over the corresponding prior-year figure (PY: EUR 584.7 million). The change in total assets and in
the individual items of the statement of financial position resulted mainly from the initial consolidations
and deconsolidations effected in the reporting period.
NON-CURRENT ASSETS amounted to EUR 215.5 million, as compared to EUR 189.2 million in the prior year
(+14 percent). This amount represented 32 percent of total assets. The non-current assets include intangible
assets in the amount of EUR 61.2 million (PY: EUR 49.8 million), which were mainly composed of capitalized
software, industrial property rights, brand names, order backlogs, customer relationships and goodwill. This
figure also included property, plant and equipment in the amount of EUR 119.6 million (PY: EUR 106.3 million).
Of the non-current financial assets in the total amount of EUR 26.0 million (PY: EUR 23.8 million), shares in
associated companies accounted for EUR 18.8 million (PY: EUR 20.1 million).
CURRENT ASSETS amounted to EUR 463.4 million or 68 percent of total assets (PY: EUR 395.5 million). This
figure included inventories in the amount of EUR 87.6 million (PY: EUR 119.6 million), representing a 27 percent
decrease from the corresponding prior-year figure, which resulted mainly from the deconsolidation of the
French mail-order subsidiary La Source (formerly: Quelle La Source). The trade receivables in the amount of
EUR 128.0 million (PY: EUR 101.0 million) were mainly divided among Blaupunkt, the Berentzen Group and
Wellman International.
The ASSETS HELD FOR SALE in the amount of EUR 34.9 million (PY: EUR 45.0 million) included the assets of
Westfalia Van Conversion GmbH (today: CVC-Camping Van Conversion GmbH) and various individual
operating units of Blaupunkt that are supposed to be sold in 2010.
At the reporting date, CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS amounted to EUR 155.6 million (PY: EUR 72.6 million).
Most of this amount was divided among Blaupunkt, Sit-Up TV and AURELIUS AG.
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At EUR 279.9 million, the CURRENT LIABILITIES were 18 percent less than the prior-year figure (PY: EUR 340.5
million). They included trade payables in the amount of EUR 100.0 million (EUR 119.2 million), most of which
were divided among the subsidiaries Sit-Up TV, Blaupunkt, Wellman International and the Berentzen Group.
This item also included current provisions in the amount of EUR 29.3 million (PY: EUR 15.9 million). The
overall increase in current and non-current provisions was mainly due to provisions for anticipated losses at
Blaupunkt. Liquor tax liabilities amounted to EUR 26.3 million (PY: EUR 28.3 million), all of which in the
Berentzen Group.
At EUR 24.2 million, the CURRENT FINANCIAL LIABILITIES were 64 percent less than the prior-year figure (PY:
EUR 67.8 million). The other current liabilities amounted to EUR 70.4 million, as compared to EUR 65.0
million in the prior year.

Cash flows
Compared to the prior-year figure, the CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES declined to minus EUR 10.9
million (PY: plus EUR 18.5 million). This decrease can be attributed in part to the initial consolidation of the
newly acquired subsidiaries and the associated recognition of negative goodwill (bargain purchase). Other
contributing factors included changes in working capital, a decrease in inventories, an increase in trade
receivables and a decrease in trade payables.
The CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES rose to EUR 118.9 million, as compared to minus EUR 3.1
million in the prior year. This increase was affected in particular by the cash acquired in connection with the
company acquisitions effected in 2009 and by the proceeds from sales of non-current assets.
The FREE CASH FLOW of EUR 108.1 million was substantially higher than the corresponding prior-year figure
(PY: EUR 15.4 million).
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The CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES came to minus EUR 24.2 million (PY: plus EUR 20.1 million).
This decrease resulted mainly from the repayment of current financial liabilities by the operating
subsidiaries of the AURELIUS Group. This figure also included the payment of a dividend of EUR 4.7 million
to the shareholders of AURELIUS AG (PY: EUR 1.4 million).
At EUR 155.6 million, the CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS were 114 percent higher than the corresponding
prior-year figure (PY: EUR 72.6 million).

Employees
The hard work and dedication of the employees of our subsidiaries and of AURELIUS AG represent the
basis of our business success. The total number of employees is significantly affected by changes in the
consolidation group, meaning the initial consolidation and deconsolidation of subsidiaries.
The AURELIUS Group had an average of 3,478 employees in financial year 2009 (PY: average of 3,160
employees). The employees of companies that were consolidated for the first time or deconsolidated in
the reporting period are included pro rata temporis.
At the balance sheet date of December 31, 2009, the Group had 3,523 employees, representing an
increase of 11 percent over the 3,179 employees at the prior-year reporting date.
The personnel expenses amounted to EUR 183.3 million, as compared to EUR 86.6 million in the prior
year (+112 percent).

Compensation Report

Shareholdings of Executive Board and Supervisory Board members
At the reporting date, the direct and indirect shareholdings of members of the Executive Board of
AURELIUS AG represented 40.7 percent of shares outstanding. Of that total, Dr. Dirk Markus indirectly
and directly held 3,072,965 shares representing 32.0 percent of shares outstanding and Gert Purkert
indirectly and directly held 785,014 shares representing 8.2 percent of shares outstanding.
At the reporting date, the members of the Supervisory Board together held 124,711 shares, representing
1.3 percent of shares outstanding.

Events after the reporting date
Significant events after the reporting date
On January 27, 2010, the manufacturer of "Westfalia" recreational vehicles, CVC-Camping Van
Conversion GmbH (formerly: Westfalia Van Conversion GmbH), Rheda-Wiedenbrück, filed for insolvency
with the Bielefeld Local Court due to imminent insolvency. In connection with the insolvency proceeding,
a insolvency plan is now being prepared that can assure vehicle production on a long-term basis. In that
regard, the company is pursuing the option of self-administration. The company received substantially
fewer orders in 2009 as a result of massive declines in the market for recreational vehicles due to the
economic crisis. Although new orders have been rising since the autumn of 2009, that was not enough
to sustainably strengthen the company, which suffered a drop in business of about 40 percent, on
balance, in 2009. Furthermore, there have been no signs of a sustained improvement of the overall
market in the current financial year 2010, so that it was not possible to preserve the company in its
current structure. However, the commencement of insolvency proceedings created a reasonable possibility
of continuing to operate the company under a new structure.

Compensation of Executive Board and Supervisory Board members
In total, the fixed, non-success-dependent compensation of the Executive Board of AURELIUS AG
amounted to EUR 680 thousand in financial year 2009. In addition to the fixed compensation, successdependent variable compensation was granted in the amount of EUR 760 thousand. Thus, the total
Executive Board compensation for financial year 2009 amounted to EUR 1,440 thousand. The two
Executive Board members Donatus Albrecht und Ulrich Radlmayr participated in the AURELIUS Stock
Option Plan (SOP 2007). Both stock option plans were annulled in the reporting period. The total cash
settlement granted in return amounted to EUR 3 thousand. The Executive Board members Dr. Dirk
Markus and Gert Purkert hold a significant percentage of the shares of AURELIUS AG and therefore benefit from share price increases.
The members of the Supervisory Board received fixed compensation totaling EUR 39 thousand in financial
year 2009; of that amount, the Supervisory Board Chairman received EUR 14 thousand and the remaining
EUR 25 thousand was divided equally between the two other Supervisory Board members. No loans or
advances were granted to the Executive Board and subsidiaries members of the parent company and
subsidiaries of AURELIUS AG and no sureties or guarantees were issued in favor of these persons.
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By date of February 15, 2010, AURELIUS sold its investment in Channel21 to Centuere AG, Hamburg, with
effect from March 1, 2010. After the acquisition of the Hanover-based TV station from the RTL media
group in the summer of 2008, the company, which had generated substantial losses in the preceding
years, was subjected to a comprehensive restructuring. The new management broadened the product
range considerably and successfully established Channel21 Express, an innovative new clearance sale
format, in the market. The service level was improved significantly by a number of measures, including
in particular the use of a different call center service provider and the introduction of a toll-free order
hotline. By means of insourcing production and numerous improvements of operating procedures, the
TV group permanently lowered its costs, which enabled the company to reach the profitability threshold.
Centuere AG wishes to continue on this successful growth course and quickly make the company into
the second-biggest provider of home-shopping services.
Also in February 2010, AURELIUS reached an agreement with the French state-owned SNPE Group, Paris,
to acquire all the equity in its specialty chemicals division ISOCHEM. ISOCHEM is a leading supplier of
specialty and of phosgene derivatives for customers in the pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, agro-chemical
and intermediary sectors. Most recently, the company generated annual revenues of EUR 113 million
with 530 employees. ISOCHEM produces at four locations in France and in Kazincbarcika in Hungary. It
maintains branch offices in the United States, Great Britain and Germany. The acquisition of ISOCHEM
is pending, subject to approval by the French government and the competent cartel authorities.
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Outlook

Outlook for the AURELIUS Group

Global economy to expand again in 2010

For the AURELIUS Group, fiscal 2009 was dominated by the global economic and financial crisis. The effects
of the negative environment represented a major challenge for the Group companies. All in all from
today's viewpoint, the existing subsidiaries performed reasonably well during the crisis. This is reinforced
by the current developments in the subsidiaries. A significant strengthening of new orders and revenues
points to a positive performance by the subsidiaries.

According to the experts at the IMF1, the economy will continue to recover around the world in 2010. The
IMF predicts that the global economy will expand by 3.9 percent in 2010. Economic growth in the
industrialized nations is expected to total 2.1 percent. Whereas growth of 2.7 percent is forecast for the
United States, it is only likely to reach 1.0 percent in the euro area. Japan is predicted to expand by 1.7 percent,
assisted by reviving exports to other Asian countries.
The IMF expects the emerging economies to enjoy more dynamic growth of 6.0 percent. The fast-growing
Asian countries even face the prospect of their aggregate output expanding by 8.4 percent. China is once
more the main engine of growth, expanding 10.0 percent; India is expected to grow by 7.7 percent and
Russia by 3.6 percent again.
The recovery of the global economy is also likely to cause commodity prices to rise. Thus the IMF experts
expect the average price of oil to be 22.6 percent higher than in 2009 over the course of the year. There are,
however, no major threats from inflation, with consumer prices expected to rise by only 1.3 percent on the
average over the year.
Nonetheless, all the experts do emphasize that the global recovery is still accompanied by risks. The
period after the wide-ranging stimulus packages expire is surrounded by uncertainty in particular. The
banks continue to face major challenges on account of the pending need for them to take further large
write-downs. Accordingly, many experts are predicting further shortfalls in the granting of company
loans required to make investments. This risk could be reinforced when the central banks' low-interest
strategy comes to an end, which a number of experts believe will happen toward the end of 2010. The
expected rise in unemployment represents a further risk factor for the economic recovery.

The economic environment remains surrounded in uncertainty which, coupled with the underlying
industry-specific conditions described above, provides both opportunities and risks for the further economic
development of the AURELIUS Group and its subsidiaries. Consequently, it does not make sense to
provide a detailed forecast for 2010 regarding the development of consolidated revenues and profits at the
present time. From today's viewpoint, AURELIUS expects consolidated revenues to go on rising and the
operating result to improve over the course of 2010.
AURELIUS is well prepared to enjoy future growth and acquire further subsidiaries, with a solid equity ratio
and a good liquidity base.
The Management Board and Supervisory Board are planning to propose to the shareholders at the Annual
General Meeting in July 2010 that a dividend of ¤1.12 per share be distributed.
AURELIUS is set to remain a stable "GOOD HOME" for its subsidiaries into the future and a reliable partner
for customers, suppliers and employees alike.

Outlook for the private equity market in 2010
The German Private Equity and Venture Capital Association believes that the market will ease somewhat
in 2010.2 A survey of association members found that two thirds of the members surveyed for 2010 expect
to see investments rise slightly to significantly. The surveyed members cited financing issues as the biggest challenge for portfolio companies in 2010. The key issues in this context will be persistently difficult
credit finance from banks and access to equity capital.
1 International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook, January 26, 2010.
2 German Private Equity and Venture Capital Association, Private Equity Forecast 2010, published on March 8, 2010 at www.bvkap.de.
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Risk Report
Report on risks and opportunities
AURELIUS AG is a private equity firm specializing in companies in situations of transition. These include
entities like corporate subsidiaries that no longer form part of a corporation's core business and mid-sized
enterprises with unresolved succession issues or significant operational problems. AURELIUS focuses
primarily on achieving sustainable, profitable growth and a constant increase in company value. Risk
management represents a fundamental element of this strategy, helping to identify deviations from the
defined targets at an early stage and enable appropriate counter-measures to be taken promptly. These
deviations may be both positive (opportunities) and negative (risks).

Opportunities and risks of the AURELIUS business model
(performance-related risk)
The acquisition process
The acquisition of subsidiaries regularly includes a not inconsiderable business risk. AURELIUS has experienced internal experts from the Finance, Legal Affairs, Mergers & Acquisitions and Taxes departments
perform detailed due diligence checks on potential subsidiaries. In some cases, they are supported by
external advisors. Nevertheless, it is conceivable in this context that risks will not be recognized or be
wrongly assessed.
Risk notably consists in an incorrect evaluation of a given company's future prospects or ability to be
restructured, or in failing to ascertain or identify the subsidiary's liabilities, obligations and other commitments at the time of acquisition despite careful checks. If the achievable market position, earnings potential, profitability, growth options or other key success factors are wrongly assessed, this has consequences
for the return on investment. Furthermore, the profitability of the corporate group could suffer in
subsequent fiscal years on account of write-downs. At the same time, companies in situations of transition in particular offer considerable earnings potential that has often remained undetected and untapped to date.
Reorganization of subsidiaries
The goal of AURELIUS is to restructure a given company as quickly as possible in order to keep the
liquidity requirements and operating losses to a minimum after the acquisition and to increase the
value of the acquired company in the medium term and realize earnings on dividends and gains on
disposal. It is possible that the restructuring measures employed by AURELIUS and the newly deployed
managers at the subsidiary will not prove successful. There can be any number of reasons for a subsidiary failing to generate a profit. This could result in subsidiaries having to be sold again for less
than their acquisition price or, in the worst case, being forced to file for insolvency as a last resort. In
this instance, AURELIUS would suffer the complete loss of the capital employed, meaning all the funds
that the corporate group had employed to acquire, support and possibly also finance the subsidiary.
Furthermore, AURELIUS AG does not normally conclude any profit-and-loss-transfer agreements or
cash-pooling agreements with subsidiaries. This policy serves to limit the effects should the restructuring
of a given subsidiary fail.
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Disposal of subsidiaries
The corporate group can generate earnings by selling subsidiaries to private, institutional or strategic
investors, or arranging an IPO. AURELIUS can, however, not give any guarantees regarding the timing of a
possible sale or that the disposal of a subsidiary will be possible at all or with a given return. Notably the
economic and industry-specific environment, the condition of the capital markets and also other unforeseeable factors have a decisive influence on the amount of possible proceeds upon disposal. In the event
of a negative economic and/or industry environment and/or weak financial markets, disposals may not be
possible or may only be possible with high price discounts.
Even if the subsidiaries perform well, there is the risk that it will not be possible to realize a suitable price
upon disposal due to a negative economic, industry and/or capital market environment. At the same time,
a strong economic performance can have a positive impact on the earnings of the subsidiary and hence
on the purchase price that can be realized in the future.

Risk management
The AURELIUS Group has a systematic, multi-level risk management system in place to avoid, mitigate and
manage significant risks arising from the business activities of the corporate group to best effect. It is used
to identify, track and subsequently evaluate existing and potential risks. The risk management system is
significant negative financial effects on the corporate group must be identified promptly so that measures can be defined and taken to mitigate, avoid or manage such risks. The cash flow is the central planning
and control metric in the AURELIUS Group in this context.
The risk management system is geared above all to identifying at an early stage developments that could
endanger the continued existence of the company as a going concern. The system is required to ensure
tracking of the risks and changes therein that could endanger the continued existence of the company as
a going concern in its respective situation. Since the goal is to identify such risks at an early stage, the risk
early warning system must be capable of tracking the risks promptly and forwarding the relevant information to the responsible decision-makers in such a way that these people can respond in a suitable manner
and the Management Board of AURELIUS AG is informed about risks which, alone or in conjunction with
other risks, could endanger the continued existence of the company as a going concern.
In order to guarantee this, AURELIUS AG has set up a reporting system which reports to AURELIUS AG on
a quarterly basis within the framework of interim reporting.
There are uniform guidelines in place for tracking, documenting and evaluating risk across the entire
AURELIUS Group. The Corporate Audit department is responsible for monitoring risk reporting. This
department constantly reviews, evaluates and optimizes the effectiveness of the internal control systems
together with the management and monitoring processes. Compliance with the internal guidelines is
also monitored on the premises of the respective subsidiaries and concrete implementation steps are
drawn up with the support of the subsidiary management.
The individual subsidiaries are required to list the risks present in their respective area of influence,
specifying them in a uniform, Group-wide risk matrix in detail as well as regularly reviewing and updating
them. This involves appraising external risk fields as well as operating, organizational and strategic risks.
The people responsible define a maximum loss for the risks identified in this way as part of risk measure-
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ment. The figure that arises by multiplying this amount by the estimated probability of occurrence is set
against the equity capital. This gives rise to a ranking of the individual risk listed and an assignment of the
risks to risk classes.
In addition, counter-measures and their effectiveness in the event of occurrence for all risks should be
defined and, where appropriate, the level of implementation of the counter-measure in question specified.
Where early warning indicators exist to permit the prompt identification of risk, these are also to be listed.
The results of this risk classification are reviewed and updated on a quarterly basis at the least.
New risks or the occurrence of existing risks are each reported immediately to the Corporate Audit
department and the Management Board.
The risk management system is supplemented by the Group-wide controlling function. The Management
Board receives a detailed evaluation of the indicators regarding the current situation of all the subsidiaries
based on weekly and monthly reports submitted by all the subsidiaries.
Internal control system

Risk management in the individual elements of the business model
Risk management has been established at all levels of the AURELIUS business model. AURELIUS already
begins to identify business risk at the start of the acquisition process. After attractive acquisition targets
have been selected, potential risks arising from a possible purchase are analyzed in a detailed due diligence
process. A team of internal specialists filters out individual risks from all areas of operational activity of the
acquisition target and calculates the maximum aggregate risk of the underlying transaction in accordance
with specified steps.
AURELIUS uses the calculated aggregate risk to determine a maximum purchase price as the basis for
submitting an offer to the seller. This already contains an adequate risk premium.

In addition, the AURELIUS Group has set up an internal control system which defines rules and regulations
for managing the company activities and monitoring compliance with these rules and regulations.
The parts of the internal control system geared to the company's business activities are designed to ensure
their effectiveness and efficiency and to protect the company's assets. In this context, the management
teams of the subsidiaries are responsible for designing, setting up, monitoring, modifying and refining
their respective internal control systems.

In order to further limit the maximum extent of specific risks, AURELIUS makes use of a holding structure
in which the operating risk of each individual subsidiary is ring-fenced in a legally independent intermediate
company. This approach ensures that the aggregate total of any risks that arise cannot exceed the maximum
risk calculated previously. This generally corresponds to the purchase price paid plus further financing
measures less reimbursements from the operating activity of the company received during the course of
the holding period.

Within the framework of subsidiary documentation, rules like bylaws and payment guidelines have been
introduced for the subsidiaries as organizational protection measures. The introduction of further
monitoring activities including comprehensive contract management is currently being prepared.
Compliance rules covering matters like compliance with the foreign trade legislation have been set up in
the subsidiaries. The Corporate Accounting department has drawn up an accounting manual which
defines the accounting rules and regulations for all subsidiaries of the AURELIUS Group. The reporting,
controlling and accounting of the subsidiaries will be reviewed locally during regular visits by corporate
controllers in the future. The Corporate Audit department actively monitors the subsidiaries on a regular
basis independently of the business process.

The level of Vice President was added to the management hierarchy in fiscal 2008. This intermediate hierarchy
level between the Management Board and middle management makes it possible to respond even faster
to changing market conditions. The newly introduced level maintains even closer contact with the
subsidiary managers in the individual subsidiaries and identifies emerging risk potential even faster as a
result. The Vice Presidents report on the current situation of the subsidiaries and provide concrete decision
proposals in regular meetings with the Management Board of AURELIUS.

Subsidiary controlling
As soon as a subsidiary has been acquired, a comprehensive, reliable information and controlling
system needs to be implemented locally to supply the new management team under AURELIUS with
the information required to improve the cost and earnings situation and hence to successfully restructure
the subsidiary in question. Should the management team fail to set up such systems in the companies
quickly, this can endanger the success of restructuring activities. In the AURELIUS Group, transparency
on the KPIs of the subsidiaries is provided by a Group-wide subsidiary controlling system. This involves
using a weekly liquidity report and a monthly analysis of deviations from the annual planned budget
and forecast(s) drawn up during the year. In addition, the subsidiary managers inform the Management
Board of AURELIUS on a regular basis about the current situation in the subsidiaries and hence also
about detrimental developments at an early stage. This ensures that suitable counter-measures can be
taken in good time. Nevertheless, it is conceivable in individual instances that the corporate group is
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only informed about developments and events in the portfolio companies with a delay, late or incompletely.
Measures that may be necessary can then not be taken or only taken with a delay, meaning that the
success of the company or even the value of the subsidiary may under certain circumstances be endangered.
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Description of significant individual risks
Major risk fields and individual risks can be derived from the aggregate risks identified as part of the risk
management process, as described below.

Industry risk
Economic changes
The commercial success of the subsidiaries is influenced by the general economic situation and the cyclical
development of the markets in which the subsidiary in question operates.
A positive economic environment has a positive effect on the finance, net assets and earnings position,
and hence on the company value of the subsidiaries, which in the final analysis also has a positive impact
on the finance, net assets and earnings position of the AURELIUS Group. Economic downturns, on the
other hand, generally also have a negative impact on the operational development and restructuring of
the individual subsidiaries.
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With regard to the acquisition activities of AURELIUS, it should be noted that more companies or divisions
are put up for sale during periods of weak economic growth. Given fewer potential buyers at the same
time, this can sometimes result in lower purchase prices. However, recessionary tendencies are also reflected
in significant discounts on the selling prices that can be realized on account of lower valuation levels.
Industry-specific changes
AURELIUS does not focus on any specific industries when identifying suitable acquisition targets. Instead,
the ability to be restructured and the future prospects are the main criteria when selecting companies.
Despite a careful selection process, there is a risk for every subsidiary that the restructuring efforts will fail,
which could result in the insolvency of the subsidiary in extreme cases. AURELIUS does, however, make
every effort to minimize the risk arising from the economic development of individual companies, industries
or regions within the portfolio of subsidiaries by means of diversification.
Change in market interest rates
AURELIUS intends to invest on the capital markets any free funds as part of its usual business activities.
Changes in interest rates can lead to the corporate group's investment losing value, which would have
a negative effect on the earnings position. At the same time, the interest rates and their development
can also have an influence on the cost of finance for AURELIUS. The extent of this risk depends on the
general finance requirements that have to be covered by borrowings, the current interest rates and the
fixed-interest periods of the loans and credits taken out. Furthermore, rising interest rates also increase
the cost of finance for subsidiaries, which could have a negative effect on their restructuring, ability to
pay a dividend and also the disposal options.

Strategic risk
Change in the marketplace
Building on its long-standing network of contacts with business brokers, corporate groups and other
potential sellers, AURELIUS is regularly involved in disposal processes and on occasion even benefits in the
form of low purchase prices. Greater interest in companies in transitional situations could lead to stronger
competition for the companies that are for sale and an increase in the average purchase prices to be paid.
This would reduce the return prospects on the investment in question and increase the financial risk in
the event of insolvency. However, the positive development that AURELIUS has demonstrated in the past
from the restructuring of companies, coupled with the many years of experience boasted by management
with companies in transitional situations, give the AURELIUS Group a decisive competitive advantage.
Personnel risk
The many years of experience gained by management represents one of the key elements in the future
success of AURELIUS. The planned growth of AURELIUS does, however, depend on the ability of the corporate group to call upon an adequately large number of people when required in the future for the acquisition, restructuring and operational management of the subsidiaries. The restructuring of crisis-ridden
companies in particular makes major demands on the manager(s) responsible. The success of the business
model depends on the ability to call upon qualified internal or external staff with practical experience in
the industry in question and plenty of management skill. At the same time, the good reputation, experience
and coherent concept of AURELIUS make it possible to tie the best people available on the market to the
company.

Change in exchange rates
Currency and exchange rate risk can arise when, for instance, subsidiaries are acquired from foreign
companies and paid for in foreign currency, subsidiaries have international business activities or subsidiaries are held abroad. The vast majority of the revenues, earnings and expenses of AURELIUS currently
accrue in the euro area. Consequently, the corporate group is relatively independent of changes in exchange
rates and was only exposed to relatively little currency risk in the past fiscal year.
Loss of receivables
It is evident in the current market environment that commercial credit insurers have withdrawn in part or
in full from ongoing exposures. This can give rise to greater liquidity requirements for individual subsidiaries under certain circumstances. At the same time, the risk of greater losses of receivables arises on
account of the inability to insure commercial credit. AURELIUS is attempting to counter these risks by
applying a receivables management approach adapted to the present market situation. Furthermore,
most subsidiaries work with commercial credit insurers who cover most of a possible loss of receivables.
If it is not possible for the contractual partner to take out a corresponding insurance policy, there is the
option of delivery against payment in advance.
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Konzern-Gesamtergebnisrechnung - Fortsetzung

of AURELIUS AG for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2009

Continued from page 56

in kEUR

in kEUR

1/1 - 12/31/2009

1/1 - 12/31/2008*

Continuing operations
1. Revenues

1/1 - 12/31/2009

1/1 - 12/31/2008*

- Shareholders of the parent company

74,815

36,233

- Non-controlling interests

5,824

-5,385

74,436

36,505

5,824

-5,385

Share of period profit/loss attributable to:
763,775

349,000

-9,083

-3,341

183,933

66,862

-204

7,208

5. Purchased goods and services

-420,023

-183,916

- Shareholders of the parent company

6. Personnel expenses

-183,259

-86,641

- Non-controlling interests

7. Other operating expenses

-192,325

-69,137

8. Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
amortization (EBITDA)

142,814

80,035

9. Amortization, depreciation and impairments of property,
plant and equipment

-37,146

-17,277

From continuing operations

9.74

5.32

105,668

62,758

From discontinued operations

-1.84

-1.35

-12

-4,135

Total from continuing and discontinued operations

7.90

3.97

12. Other interest and similar income

2,093

388

13. Interest and similar expenses

-8,738

-4,242

From continuing operations

9.63

5.30

14. Earnings before taxes (EBT)

99,011

54,769

From discontinued operations

-1.82

-1.33

-955

-11,586

Total from continuing and discontinued operations

7.81

3.97

98,056

43,183

-17,417

-12,335

80,639

30,848

-379

272

80,260

31,120

2. Change in inventory of finished and semi-finished goods
3. Other operating income
4. Income/expenses from associated companies

10. Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
11. Impairments of non-current financial assets

15. Taxes on income
16. Profit/loss after taxes from continuing operations

Share of comprehensive income/loss attributable to:

Earnings per share
- Basic, in euros

- Diluted, in euros

*The prior-year consolidated statement of comprehensive income was adjusted for comparison purposes, in accordance with IFRS 5.

Discontinued operations
17. Income/expenses from discontinued operations

Profit/loss for the period
18. Consolidated profit/loss

Other income/expenses
19. Foreign exchange differences

Comprehensive income/loss for the period
20.Comprehensive income/loss
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

of AURELIUS AG at December 31, 2009

of AURELIUS AG at December 31, 2009

ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

in kEUR

12/31/2009

12/31/2008

Non-current assets
Intangible assets

49,845

Property, plant and equipment

119,643

106,285

Financial assets

25,950

23,834

8,711

9,241

215,542

189,205

Total non-current assets

12/31/2009

12/31/2008

Subscribed capital

9,600

9,314

Additional paid-in capital

15,778

13,882

-107

272

Retained earnings

168,202

80,629

Group equity before minority interests

193,473

104,097

Equity
61,238

Deferred tax assets

in kEUR

Accumulated other comprehensive income

Minority interests
Current assets
Inventories
Trade receivables
Current income tax assets

Total equity
87,567

119,551

127,989

101,001

37,362
141,459

Non-current liabilities

2,942

5,103

Pension obligations

32,977

22,779

Other assets

54,395

52,289

Provisions

21,944

6,931

Cash and cash equivalents

155,595

72,562

Financial liabilities

47,225

21,935

541

1,934

Other liabilities

29,667

31,284

Deferred tax liabilities

37,408

17,893

169,762

102,756

Provisions

29,331

15,925

Financial liabilities

24,186

67,761

725

599

100,016

119,233

7,237

8,247

415

2,629

Liabilities under liquor tax

26,320

28,288

Other liabilities

70,383

64,957

Liabilities held for sale

21,310

32,814

Total current liabilities

279,923

340,453

Total equity and liabilities

678,970

584,668

Liabilities under finance leases
Assets held for sale

34,940

44,957

Total current assets

463,428

395,463

Total non-current liabilities

Total assets

678,970

584,668

Current liabilities

Liabilities under finance leases
Trade payables
Liabilities under long-term construction contracts
Current income tax liabilities
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CONSOLIDATED
STATEMENT
OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Bericht aus den
Beteiligungen

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT

of AURELIUS AG for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2009

of AURELIUS AG for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2009

in kEUR

Subscribed
capital

Additional
paid-in capital

Retained
earnings

Other
accumulated
comprehensive
income

Noncontrolling
interests

Consolidated
equity

January 1, 2008

9,015

8,878

48,266

-/-

9,285

75,444

Capital increase

307

4,430

-/-

-/-

-/-

4,737

Issuance of stock options

-/-

695

-/-

-/-

-/-

695

Dividend

-/-

-/-

-1,352

-/-

-/-

-1,352

Consolidated profit/loss for the period

-/-

-/-

36,233

-/-

-5,385

30,848

Profit distributions to
non-controlling interests

-/-

-/-

-/-

-/-

-399

-399

Treasury shares

-8

-121

-/-

-/-

-/-

-129

Currency translation differences

-/-

-/-

-/-

272

-2

270

Change in consolidation group

-/-

-/-

-2,518

-/-

33,863

31,345

9,314

13,882

80,629

272

37,362

141,459

December 31, 2008

in kEUR

January 1, 2009

Subscribed
capital

Additional
paid-in capital

Retained
earnings

9,314

13,882

Capital increase

278

1,667

-/-

Issuance of stock options

-/-

40

-/-

Dividend

-/-

-/-

-4,661

Consolidated profit/loss for the period

-/-

-/-

Profit distributions to
non-controlling interests

-/-

Consolidated
equity

141,459

-/-

-/-

1,945

-/-

-/-

40

-/-

-/-

-4,661

74,815

-/-

5,824

80,639

-/-

-/-

-/-

-483

-483

8

189

-/-

-/-

-/-

197

Currency translation differences

-/-

-/-

-/-

-379

-/-

-379

Change in consolidation group

-/-

-/-

17,419

-/-

-6,891

10,528

9,600

15,778

168,202

-107

35,812

229,285

December 31, 2009

272

Noncontrolling
interests

37,362

Treasury shares

80,629

Other
accumulated
comprehensive
income

in kEUR
Earnings before taxes (EBT)
Profit/loss from discontinued operations
Reversal of negative goodwill arising on initial consolidation
Depreciation, amortization and impairments of intangible assets,
property, plant and equipment
Increase (+)/ decrease (-) in pension provisions and other provisions
Gain (-)/ loss (+) on the sale of property, plant and equipment
Gain (-)/ loss (+) on the sale of non-current financial assets
Gain (-)/ loss (+) on currency translation
Issuance of stock options
Gain/ loss from valuation at equity
Net interest income/ expenses
Interest received
Interest paid
Income taxes paid
Gross cash flow
Change in working capital
Increase(-)/ decrease (+) in inventories
Increase(-)/ decrease (+) in trade receivables and other receivables
Increase(+)/ decrease (-) in trade payables and other liabilities
Increase(+)/ decrease (-) in other balance sheet items
Cash flow from operating activities (net cash flow)
Purchase price for shares in companies
Cash acquired with the purchase of shares in companies
Proceeds from disposal of subsidiaries
Cash transferred on the sale of shares in companies
Proceeds on the sale of non-current assets
Payments for investments in non-current assets
Cash flow from investing activities
Free cash flow
Proceeds from borrowing (+)/ payments for repayment (-)
of current financial liabilities
Proceeds from borrowing (+)/ payments for repayment (-)
of non-current financial liabilities
Capital increase of AURELIUS AG
Proceeds from the borrowing of liabilities under finance leases
Purchase of treasury shares
Dividend payment of AURELIUS AG
Cash flow from financing activities
Payments to non-controlling interests
Other changes caused by currency and consolidation group effects
Net funds at beginning of period
Change in net funds
Net funds from continuing operations at end of period
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1/1/09 - 12/31/09
99,011
-17,417
-121,286

1/1/08 - 12/31/08
54,769
-12,335
-13,382

37,158
-38,466
-2,882
-7,459
431
40
204
6,645
2,137
-6,635
-10,755
-59,274

21,412
-14,655
-520
-22,401
1,296
695
-7,208
3,854
1,615
-5,142
-2,560
5,438

77,529
66,376
-124,930
29,448
-10,851

12,029
-11,136
-3,457
15,598
18,472

-16,447
150,755
846
-2,596
12,626
-26,265
118,919

-25,461
11,083
32,993
-2,602
3,282
-22,359
-3,064

108,068

15,408

-36,940

44,608

16,552
1,945
-1,267
197
-4,661
-24,174

-27,769
4,737
-/-129
-1,352
20,095

-483
-378
72,562
83,894
155,595

-399
-1,491
38,949
35,503
72,562
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